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study of the Finite Difference-Time Domain (FDTÐ) numerical technique, which is

based on the finite-difference solution of the time-dependent þlaxwell's curl equa-

tions and its application to soattering and antenna problems, is done together with a develop-

ment of a generaX purpose FDTD code. "4, stahility study of the fÐTD method is conducted

which involved the effect of the spatial step size of the FDTD lattice, the pulse width of the

excitation plane wave, the distance between the modeled target and the lattice walls, and the

use of different Absorbing Boundary Conditions (AEA) on the FDTD solutions. This study

is also extended to investigate the accuracy and limitations of using non-uniform gridding

inside a FDTÐ mesh. The F'DTD code was then applied to scatteringproblems of both con-

ducting and dielectric structures, and also included a comparative analysis of three different

FDTD thin wire modeling procedures" Also, using FDTD, a study on the ENIP field peneffa-

tion into a cavity is done through the eomputation of the ftansient response and frequency

content of fields inside a caviqr for different aperfure and lossy wall configurations. For an-

tenna applications, design curves reiating the cross-polarization radiation field levels to the

feed location are obtained for a h'ansmission line-fed rectangular microstrip patch antennas

modelled using the FDTD.

In the application of the FDT'D mettrod to scattering problems, the fransientresponse

of conducting and dielecric circular cylinders due to a step plane wave is computed and the

correspondence between the fransient response and the rise timo of the excitation wave is

investigated. The ffansient response of conducting and dielectric spheres illuminated by a

Gaussian plane wave is also eornputed using the FDTD method and compared with those

obtained frorn analytic solution.

Also the field penehation inside a conducting box with an open top illuminated by an

EN4F plane wave is computed. The effect of ehanging the aperture geometry and loading the

box with lossy rnateriai on the field rnagnitude and frequency content inside the box is ana-

Iyzed" It is observed that the aperture edges geometry having the smaller edge size perpen-

dicular to the polarization of the incidentpiane wave resulted in a significantreduction of the

transient field magnitude at the early time in addition to a resonance phenomena. Adding the

absorbing material on the aperture wall reduced the transient field magnitude peneftating in-

side the box cavity while adding tho absorber at the inner walls caused the field resonance to

attenuate at a faster rate.

The performance of differentthin wire modeling procedures in the FDTD technique

is investigated, where the current magnitude and phase distribution along thin dipoles are

A.nsrnacr



computed using three modeling procedures. The computed results are compared with those

obtained from the Nlethod of Moments @Iokf).

trn the applications to antennas, the FDTD method is used to analyze the input and

radiation characteristics of a line fed rectangular microsfip patch antenna and the effect of

the transmission line location along the patoh trength on the co-polar and cross-polar radi-

ation field levols is investigated for tluee pateh sizes.
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Unless otherwise stated, the symbols most commonly used in this thesis have the

following meaning:

H
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N

ft,

€'
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@

v

X,I,Z

år, ây, â,

Ea, Ey , Ez

H¡, Í11 , Í-Íz

"'ir-[, ], K

rL

ia, i^, ¿a

Ax, Ay, Åz

ôî

F" (i, j, k)

Lrst 0F FRINCIPT,E svMBOI-s

Electric field intensity.

Ndagnetic field intensity.

Fermeability of a rnedlum.

Relative Permeability of a medium.

Fermitivity of a rnedium.

R.elative Fermitivity of a medium.

Conductivity of a rnedium.

Gradient operator.

point location in a Cartesian coordinate system.

unit vectors of a Cartesian coordinate svstem.

x, y, z--çomponent of the elecfic fieid intensity.

x, y, z--component of the magnetic field intensity.

location index of a point in a FDTÐ lattice.

FDTD time step index.

point locaiion in the space of a FDTD lattice"

FDTD lattice space lncremeilt"

FDT'D tíme step increment"

field expression F inside a FDTD lattice at location (í, j, k) and time step

index n.
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e (i" j, k)

f,e (í, j, k)

ø (í, j, k)

AßC

E,L(P

FT

ÐFT

RCS

î
TJ

x,y, z4orflponent of the eleotric field intensity inside a FDTD lattice at

location (í, j, k) and time step ,?.

x, y, z4ornponent of the magnetic field intensity inside a F'DTD lattice at

location (i, j, k) and tirne step n.

Fermitivity of a medium at location (1, j, &) in a FDTD trattice"

Permeability of a mediurn at location (í, j, k) in a F'DTD lattice.

Conductivity of a medium at location (í, j, k) in a FDTD lattice.

Absorbing tsoundary Conditions.

Electromagnetic pulse"

Fourier fransforn-l operator.

Discrete Fourier transforrnation.

R.adar Cross-Scction.

wave operator.
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Generallp geometries with complex shapes and material composition constitute a

broad class of important practical problems in electrornagnetic engineering. T'o solve them

one requires the determination of the scattering or antenna parameters obtained from the so-

lution of the respective boundary value problems. Obtaining such parameters, using either

analytic or numerical techniques, will provide an efficient and inexpensive way to analyze

specific elect'omagnetic problems or to arrive at a final antenna design to be examined ex-

perimentally" In electromagnetic applications, the knowledge of the current distribution on

the body is sufficient to determine other electrical quantities that are important in the analysis

of such applications.

Xn recent years, the effect of impulsively excited electromagnetic bursts, resulting

from trightning or nuclear hursts, on electronic equipment, devices and installations have

raised the interest in electrornagnetic mansient fíeld penemation and coupling into sftuctures

that are complex both in shape and physical parameters. Also, the development of the tech-

nology necessary to obtain the transient solution to elech'omagnetic scattering probiems di-

rectly in the time-domain has ooincided with a growing interest in wide-hand radar design

for high resolution and target--classificatron cases. The transient response of a specified ob-

ject when illuminated by an incident pulse wiltr provide [1] first, all the information about

the elecffomagnetie scattering properties of'the target over the frequency band defined by

the incident smoothed impulse. Second, the rada¡ cross-section can be obtained from the irn-

pulse response by a Fourier transform. Thfud, the response of the target due to any wave form

can be obtained from the impulse response by a simple convolution procedure. Finally, the

impulse response can provide a better understanding of elecfromagnetic scattering phenom-

ena"

[zurm,opr-lcrn0N

The analysis of the electromagnetic interactionwith such eomplex structues will be

difficult to achieve analytically since, generaþ the geometry of such süuctures will not
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match with the known orthogonal coordinate systems. In this case the problems will be lim-

ited to sffuctures whose surface coineide with the coordinate surfaces of a separable coordi-

nate system.

Approximate techniques such as the geometrical optics, physical optics, and the R.ay-

leigh approximation, which treat seattering and diffraction as local phenomena, are applied

to obtain estimates of the scattered response.

With the advent of digital eomputer e apabilities that can keep ftack of the geometri-

cal details of a body in addition to any associated numerical computations, developed numer-

ical techniques capable of solving elecffomagnetic interaction problems are only limited by

the characteristics of the formulation and the storage capability and speed of the computer.

Two different numerical inethods oan be used to handle such problems. In raditional

methods, the scattering problems are coffunonly solved in the frequency-domain. In these

methods, the computation of the frequeney response of the structwe is followed by the Fouri-

er transformation of the response. This means, the f,requency-domain data must be generated

at an adequate number of frequencies to enable the F'ourier h'ansforrn computation. The alter-

nate approach is to solve the problena in the time-domain, so that the required time-domain

responses can be generated direotly.

Frequency-domain methods provide the response of an object for all angles of inci-

dence at a single frequency, while time-domain methods provide solutions for many fre-

quencies from a single transient caiculation resulting from an incident wave arriving from

a particular direction.

Because the frequency-domain techniques have been the traditional way of solving

electromagnetic problems, a iarge number of general or dedicated numerical codes are al-

ready available. This facilitates the use of frequency-domain codes. Flowever, the radar scat-

tering problems normally deal with objects in free space. Consequently all numerically effi-

cient codes deal with integral equation formulations that reduce the problem to one that deals

with the unknown field quantities on the object's surface. Unfoftunately, the use of the inte-

gral equation formulations requires the Green's functions of unbounded regions. This re-

quirementrestricts the formulation to conducting or homogeneous objects. Inhomogeneous

objects can also be handled, but will require a volume integral equation, which normally re-

Inhoduction
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quires an excessive computation time. In addition, because integral equations are valid over

the entire surface or volume distribution of the sources, their solution, using a linearization

process, i.e. an application of the rnoment methods, reduces to a solution of a mafix equa-

tion. The resulting maû'ix is dense and its size increases with the object size. Consequently,

the method is useful only for small objects, especially when non-+onducting or coated con-

ducting objects are to be investigated" T'his lirnitation of small object size, with respect to

the wavelength, restricts the accurate computation of the frequency-domain data to low and

intermediate frequencies, and in generating the time-domain data linrits their accuracy. Nev-

ertheless, excellent solution techniques and codes are developed that can handle varieties of

object configurations and complexities"

The use of integral equation formulations in the time-domain overcomes the diffi-

culty of generating numerous frequency-domain data for a Fourier transform. F{owever,

they again use the Green's function of the unbounded regions, and consequently the most

efficient codes that use surface integral equations are restricted to conducting or homoge-

neous objects. For inhomogeneous objects the volume integral equation must be used which

increases computation time.

Another method which is used in the tirne-domain analysis is the Singularity Expan-

sion Viethod (SEM) t2l. Irl SENÏ the rnethod of,rnoments is empioyed where the zeroes of

the determinant of the system matnlx define the locations of the natural resonancos of the

structure in terms of exponentialiy darnped sinusoids, hence using frequency-dornain for-

mulations" SEVtr pole singularities san be aiso derived directly from its tirne-domain re-

sponse [3]. T'his approach can be employed to substantially reduce the computation time,

achieved by ext"apolating the tirne-domain response that has been computed only for earlier

time steps^

Timelomain anaþsis is also obtained by different techniques that are based on solv-

ing Maxwell's equations directly in tirne-domain by the use of finite-clifference techniques.

The time-domain Maxweli's equations represent a more general form than the frequency-

domain Flelmholtz equations, which are usually restricted to solving scattedng problems

having time harnonic fields, whereas time-domain approach can handle continuous waves

as well as a singie-pulse transient response.

I¡troduction
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One technique which have been used recently utilizes the Computational Fluid Dy-

namics (CFD) techniques to solve À¡flaxwell's equations [4]. This technique, whioh is re-

ferred to as the time-domain finite-volume (TDFV) , is based on the Riemann integration

method [5]. This technique has been used to solve arange of problems involving electrically

large scatterers, inhomogeneous and layered dielectrics, cavities, frequency dependent ma-

terials, and some canonical radiation problems [6].

A second technique solves Nlaxwell's equations in the differential form using the

point-matched finite--element formulation [7]. This formulation allows the use of conform-

ing mesh generation which is adopted in the f,rnite--element technique.

Another scheme is the T'ransrnission Line Nlethod (TLM) [8,9]" This method al-

though a hansmission line simulation of Nlaxwell's equations, is in essence an explicit time-

domain technique that solves NÏaxwell's equations in the differential form.

One last scheme, which is the one adopted in this thesis, solves the differential forrn

of the time dependent Nlaxwell's equations is the F'inite Difference-Time Domain (FDTD)

method. This rnethod applies a silirple seÇond-order acourate central-difference approxima-

tions [10] for the space and time derivatives of the electric and rnagnetic fields directly to

the respective differential operators of the curl equations. This technique is fully explicit and

there is no need to setup or solve a systern of linear simultaneous equations"

In Chapter fr, the theory and formulation of the FDTD method is presented,as well

as, the mechanism of how the technique operates. A literature survey that summarizes the

advances and the areas of research fields to which the FDTD method has been applied to,

is also included.

In Chapter Xtr, a stability study involving the FDTD method is done.It included the

use of Absorbing Boundary Conditions (AEC) in truncating the FDTD lattice, and the effect

of the spatial and time step sizes of the lattie e on the FDTD solution in both uniforrn and non-

uniform meshes.

In Chapter {V, the application of the FDT'D method to scattering problems is implem-

ented. The transient response of a circular cylinder and a sphere geometry illuminated by

ftansient pulses is computed for both conducting and dielecnic cases, and compared with
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analytieal solution in the sphere case. Also in this chapter, the field penetration inside a con-

ducting box with an open top illunrinated by an EMP plane wave is computed and the effeet

of changing the aperture geometry and loading the box with lossy rnaterial on the field mag-

nitude ancl frequency content inside the conducting box is analyzed. This chapter also inves-

tigates the capability of the FDTD method to model thin conducting wires where different

thin wire modeling procedures are used to compute their corresponding current rnagnitude

and phase distribution along theu lengths.

The application of the F'DTD method to antenna analysis is discussed in Chapter V,

where the FDTD technique is used to model and analyze the input and radiation characteris-

tics of a line fed rectangulat microsmip patch antenna" The effect of the ftansmission line lo-

cation along the patch length on the co-polar and cross-polar radiation f,reld pattern levels

is studied, and curves relating cross-polarization levels to feed location are obtained.

Chapter VI includes the conclusions of the work presented and some recommenda-

tions for future work.
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Tsnonv nrun Rpvrnw oF tmn F¡¡nls DmFEnENcn-Trnap Ðonnarru (F'DTÐ)

N[armon

2"X." Theony arad Fonrnutratüon

TheFiniteDifference-T'imeDomain (FDTD) methodis adireotsolutionof thetime-

dependent Maxwell's curl equations in timedomain by use of finiteliffierence technique.

It is analogous to existing finite-difference solutions of fluid flow problems encountered in

oomputational aerodynamics where the numerical model is based on a direct solution of the

corresponding partiai differential equation. In FDTD the propagation of an elech'omagnetic

wave into a volume of space containing a dielectric or a conducting structure or their combi-

nation is being modeled. By time stepping, the insident wave is tracked as it firstpropagates

to the structure and then intelacts with it through current excitation, diffusion, penetration

and diffraction"

iiriiiiiiiltlitlliiä:i iliiäiilii

::Í:!:::::i:!:i:!:i:i:;:::i:::i:*::-.:lili:.jiÍ:::'.:ì
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2.n"1. F'ÐT'Ð Atgorüthrm Ðet"aiHs

The FDTD numericatr technique treats the inadiation of the scatterer as an initialval-

ue problem. Att=O, aplane wave excitation is assumed to be turned on. Thepropagation of

waves from this source is simulated by solving a finite-difference analog of the time-de-

pendent Nlaxwell's equations on a lattiee of points including the scatterer. Xn a region of

space which is source-free constituting of electrical parameters that are independent of time,

N4axwell's time-dependent curl equations are given by,

ðH 
= -l vxE

ôt

ôE I -*,o, o n
= - Ì Á ^lI' -- îtôt€€

(2.1)
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where E is the electric field in voltsl meter; FI is the rnagnetic field in ømperesl meter ; e

is the electricalpermitivity infarøds/rneter; ptis the magnetic permeabrlity rnhenrysl yneter;

o is the electrical conductivity tn rnohsl meter" Assuming isofropic physical parameters,

Nïaxwell's equations can be written in the rectangular coordinates (x, y, z) as,
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ôt-t* I [- aø, ôE,n
ôt = rL* - ðy"j

ôH, tF ar,, 68.1T = rL* - ð,"i

ôH, I ["aø, ðEr l
ôt = rL* - ô'l

ôEo

at

tYar,, ôtd, -l=-ll 
--uLt, Ðz -l

= I il-q -ôId' -'u.,ne[Az ðx 'J

l il- ar¡" ôÍr, - I= 
- 

n- -Of,"ü€Lðx ðy ".n

Equations (2"2) and (2.3) arc a system of six eoupled differential equations which forms the

basis of the FDTD algorithm for elecfromagnetic wave interactions with general threeli-
mensional objects. Following Yee's [10] notation of applying a set of finite-difference equa-

tions for the system of (2.2) and (2.3) a space lattice point is denoted as

ôEv

ôt

ôEt

ôt

(2.2a)

( i,j,k ) = ( r'Â ,7Â ,,t^ )

and any function of space and time as

(2.2b)

(2.2c)

(2"3a)

(2.3b)

(2.3c)

(2.4)
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F" (i, i, k) = F (iA,7A ,kh,nðt) (2.5)

whereA=Å.x=Åy=Åzisthelatticespaceincrement,õ¿isthetirneincrement,(i,j,k)are

integers denoting the location inside the FDTD lattice, and ¿ is an integer denoting the time

stepping index"

Yee uses the central-differonce expressions for the space and time derivatives that

are both second order accurate in Â and õr, respeetively,

aF" Q,j,k) _ F"(í++,i,k) -.F" G-+,i,k) + o(a2) (2.6)ôxÅ
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To achieve the accuracy of (2.6), and to realize all the space derivatives of (2"2) and (2.3),

Yee positioned the oomponents of E and F[ about a unit cell of the lattice as shown in Fig.

2.1.

ôF" (i,j,k) 
=

at

Fn*L/z(i, j, k) - pn-r /zQ, j, k)

öt
+ o@Ò Q.7)

I Hli,jk+

Eli+ 1,j, ,/ l" u¡i,i,r)
/ü

Eli, j,k+1)

+ 1,1,k+ 1)

Fig.2.l Position of the Field Components about a Unit Cell of the Yee Lattice.

I
I

nfuffi

,f*;

Hli+1,j,k)

j+1,k+

Eli,j+1,t1
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To achieve the accuracy of (2.7), he evaluated E and F{ at alternate half time steps. The results

of these assumptions is the following system of finite-difference equationsl for the systems

of (2.2) and (2.3),

I

ui'1(¡,j + L/2,k+ r/2)

= ríïàe,j * r/2,k+ L/z) +

al"I(¡ + r/z,j,k+ r/2)

= nl-*1¡ + rfz,j,k + r/2) +
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". l-H" 2G+1/2,j+l/2,k)

= uTi(¡*r/z,j+t/2,k) +

t¿(i,j+1f2,k+1/2) 
^

ðr [-u;,r,ro rf2"k+r) - E](i,i+t/z,tc¡ +l ,^
" 

[ î:ii, i, r,' " 
í / r¡ - Ei(í,i, ; y r, +' {z¡ 

-j 
{z' a a)

p(í+\/Z,j,k+1/2) A

trl-ot+1/2i,9ün
Ei.,(i + t/z,i, k) = lÆ[ uxr * L/z,i,k] + #Lr " ^ ,.[ t- ,,r,,r,rrrrt] €(i+r/z,i,k)^

I ut+r n + t f2, ¡ + r fz, k) - *;. äçr * r /2, i - 1 /2, k) +1' 
L ú,.tru+rfz,j,k-x/z) - tt.tG+rfz,¡,tc+Uz) J

ðt In21ior,j,k+i./2) - Eie,j,k+t/z) +f (2.gb)'l &(¡+\fz,j,k) - Eie+rfz,j,k+r) I

¡t(i+Ifz,j+1/2,k) b

E;',,(i,i + r/2,k)

fl-u*,* t./z,j+1.,k) - Ei(i+t¡2,¡,tc¡ +l'L ulr,,t * L/z,k) - El(i + t,i + tlz,tò j

ff'¡

fl
t¡

fl-

T

F ..1 ..r- -l

I n,'?\i,¡+1f2,k+l/2) - n,21t,¡+r/z,k-t/z) + |

[- al.å1i- rlz,j + x/z,k) - ¿.tr1t*'!./2,¡ + r¡r,o¡ I

r. 6 B"+tlz = ø (En*l + Y) / z

(2.8c)

(2.9a)

(2.eb)
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Eî'l(i,j,k+ I/2) =

¡
i
¡

r
I

I
I

;

with this system of equations the new value of a field vector component at any lattice point

depends only on its previous value and on the previous values of the components of the other

field vector at adjacent points. Hence, at each time step, the system of equations to update

the field components is fully explicit, so that there is no need for setting up or solving a sys-

tem of linear simultaneous equations.

2.1.2" ENI Wave Tnaching Fnocedure

_ o(¡j,k+rl2) ðt

2E(¡ j k+l121

[- r¡i. 
tt; + t /2, j, k + r /z) - rr]' i (, - r f 2"j, k + t /z> +1' 

| Ë.àç,¡-rfz,k+L/z) -,i.*(¡,joLf2,k+L/z) J

, d¡jl+112) õt-7ãffi Ju*'''"ro 
L/z) +
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[' . Y^,, r",, Åe Q, i, k + 1' / 2) a

Figure 2.2 shows the timedonnain wave tracking procedure by the FDTD technique

and also summarizes the basic elements of the FDTD space lattice. A region of space con-

taining an arbin'ary structue is selected where the field values are to be computed. This re-

gion is bounded by lattice truncation planes that are to be fransparent to waves scattered away

frorn the sffucttue being modeled. The modeling of the structure inside the FDTD latuce is

clone by allocating the corresponding physical parameters that characterize the süucture at

locations defined by the grid nodes matching with the sffucture geometry. Initially, all the

fields are set to zero within the region. An incident plane wave is assumed to enter the region

at that time. This piane wave will propagate inside the modeled region by implementing the

march-ín-time proeedure of the finite-difference analog of Maxwell's curl equations of

(2.8) and (2.9)" Time stepping continues as the numerical analogue hits the structure em-

bedded within the sampied region. Waves scattered away frorn the structures ideally will

propagate through the lattice h'uncation planes with minimum reflections modeling in this

case an open space region. All elech'omagnetic phenomena such as induction of surface cur-

rents, scattering and multiple scattering, field peneûation into cavities are modeled at each

time step by the action of the curl equation analog. Self-+onsistency of these modeled phe-

nomena is generally assured if their spatial and temporal variations are well resolved by the

ôt

(2.9c)
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space and time sampling process. T'ime stepping is continued until the desired late-time

pulse response or steady-state behavior is achieved. No special handling of elecftomagnetic

boundary conditions at the media interface is required because the curl equations generate

these eonditions naturally. In this oase, inhomogeneities or fine details of the strucfiue oan

be modeled wittr a maximum resolution of one unit cell. Curved surfaces are, generatrly mod-

eled by stepped edge surfaces when using the traditional FDTD meshing procedure, while

at other cases specialized cells that take into acoount curved surfaces are used. Illustration

of such modeling procedures will be presented later in this chapter.

Theory and Review of the FDTDMethod
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2"n"3. Numerícal Stahility

The accuraey of the computed field quantities, as well as, the stability of time step-

ping algorithm in FDTD is very much related to the spatial step 
^ 

and time step increment

õf, respectively. The choice of A and õr ls suokr that the velocity of the numerical signals in

the FDTD lattice should not be less than the veloeity of light in the medium being modeled.

This is satisfied in the following relation,

crr*rbeing the maximum wave phase velociry expected within the model. For a uniformly

grided mestr Â = ÅÍ = by = At. T"o insure the accuracy of the computed spatial derivatives

of the electromagnetic fields, Å must be snnall compared to the smallest wavelength. A value

of A <ì,/ 20 [11] is suggested, whichwillprovideanuncertaintyinthecomputedfieldmagni-

tudes to lessthan*27o. AtsoÂ shouldbesmallenoughto accuratelymodeXindetailthe object

being rnodeled.

2 "X,.4. Nurnenicafi Ðüspersíom

Theory and Review of th" IQTQ l4qlleq

r-lll
^ [1 I 1[2c^*"Òt=ilM*ÂT"Fü

L'"i

Numerical dispersion is also a factor in FDTD modeling that must be accounted to

understand the operation of the algorithm and its accuracy limits. A detailed analysis of this

phenomena is reported in [12] by A. T'aflove" Tho numorical algorithrn for Maxwell's curl

equations represented by the finite-difference equations of (2.8) and (2.9) causes the phase

velocity of the numerical modes in the FDTD lattice to vary with modal wavelength, direc-

tion of propagation, and lattice disoritization" Such numerical dispersion can lead to non-

physical phenomena, suoh as pulse distortion, artificial anisotropy, and pseudorefraction.

S/hen comparing the numerical dispersion relation, and the analyticat dispersion re-

iation for a plane wave in a continuous lossless medium, T'aflove concluded that the numeri-

oal dispersion in F'DTD can he reduced to any desired degree if only a fine-enough FDTD

gridding is used. F{e also suggested that pulse distortion can be bounded by obtaining the

Fourier spatial frequency spectrum of the desired pulse, and selecting a grid cell size such

that the principle specfral components are resolved with at least 10 cells per wavelength.

(2.r0)
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S uch grid division will limit the spread of nurnerical phase velocities of the principle speetral

components to less than IVo, regardless of the wave propagation angle in the grid.

Numerical dispersion can also lead to pseudorefraction of propagating n'rodes if the

cell size inside the FDTD lattice is a function of position inside the lattice. Such variable cell

gridding will also vary the gridresolution of propagating numerical modes, henceperturbing

their modal phase velocity distribution that will lead to nonphysical reflection and refraction

of propagating modes at interfaces of grid regions having different oell sizes. Such a phe-

nomena will be similar to that of physical waves undergoing refLection and refraction at in-

terfaces of dielectric media having different refraction indices. Numerical examples on the

use of non-uniform gridding in a FDT'D lattiee will be presented later in this thesis.

2.n"5. Lattice Zoning and Flane wave Excüûatñon

The FDTD code developed is based orr the formulation explained in [13]. This for-

mulation involves the division of the F-DT'D lattice space into two distinct regions separated

by rectangular surfaces which serves to connect the fields in each region as shown in Fig.

2.3. Region (1) of the lattice is denoted as the total-field region where all computed field

quantities are comprised of the sum of the incident and the scattered fields. T'he interacting

structure of interestis embedded inside thisregion. External to region (1) isregion (2) of the

FDTD lattice and is denoted as the scattercd field region. FIere it is assumed that all computed

fields are eomprised only of the seattered field. The outer lattice planes bounding region (2)

are the lattice truncation planes where absorbing boundary wall algorithms is to be implem-

ented to simuiate free space radiation.

The incident \¡/ave, generated aiong one edge of the surface connecting the two re-

gions, propagates through the total field region and is subtracted out the other end" Therefore

the only components of the E and Fn fields to reach the scattered volume are those which are

scattered off the scatterer.

The above formulation allows the excitation of plane wave of arbitrary incidence and

polarization, which require very small storage, and does not cause any spurious wave reflec-

tions.

Theorv and Review of the FDTD Method
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Lattice Truncation

lnleracling
Slruclure
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Region (1)

Total
Fields

Region (2)

Scattered
Fields

Fig"2.3 Division of FDTD I-attice into T'oml-fields and Scatterer-fieldR.egions.

2"1."6" Absorhüng Boumdary Conditions (AEA)

An important drawback to the FDTD method for the case of open space problems

is the fact that the radiation condition is not implicit, l.ø. outgoing waves if left alone, would

not simply disappear of the end of the grid defined by E and ÍI affays, but would reflect back

into the scattering object as if they had hit a 'wa11' defined by the edge array. The field at the

lattice üuncation planes cannot be computed using the cenftal-differencing approach of

(2.8) and (2.9) ciue to the absence of known field data outside the lattice truncation. IIence,

an auxiliary lattice truncation condition is necessary. This condition must be consistent with

IVÏaxwell's equations in that the lattice truncation planes will be transparent to any outgoing

waves scattering away from the modeled structure.

Different approaches to provide 'soft' lattice truncation where fields incident on the

boundary walls are absorbed aro used. Taylor et al. U4l used space exfrapolation, where

fields at nodes located inside the lattice are used to compute the field at the walls. Taflove

and Brodwin [15] used averaged extrapolation. They simulated the propagation of an outgo-

1.4
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ing wave from the lattice plane adjacent to the fr'uncation to the lattice plane at the truncation

in a number of time steps corresponding to the propagation delay. Merewether, Kunz and Lee

116,17l used the far field approximation. Applying the technþe on a scattered field FDTD

formulation, they assumed that the f,ields at the nodes will follow the n = f ( t - rfc )fr1tz

relation. Enyquist and Majda [18] showed that the required lattice fruncation condition is

really a radiation condition in the rrear field. Mur [13] employed the Enyquist and Majda's

first and second order absorbing conditions which are the first one and two terms of Fade's

expansion of the exact absorbing boundary condition.

In this thesis two types of 'soft' lattice ft'uncation algorithm are studied, the averaged

extrapolation algorithm which is further improved using the super-absorbing technique of

[19], and the one-way wave equation procedure used in [13].
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2"\"7" C¡¡nved Sunface Modeling

The FDTD algorithm was originally introduced in cartesian coordinate system

where the differential operators occurring in Maxwell's equations take their simplest form

than in any other system. The use of orthogonal grids produces very accurate results for cases

when surfaces of the modelled target match with the FDTD grid. Furthexrnore, when work-

ing witti plane waves, cartesian eoordinates constitute a natural system where such waves

are express ed, í "e " plane waves are eigenrnodes of the wave equation when solved on a carte-

sian grid. This minimizes dispersion and/or anisotropy effects that nright be introduced by

the numerical approximation. Also, one rnajor advantage of using the orthogonal in FDTD

algorithm lies in the regulariry of the nodal coordinates, where the index numbers of each

mode contain the nodal coordinates. The non-orthogonal element gricl requires the storage

of coordinates of all the nodes, whicti is dennanding on rnemory, especially for three-dimen-

sional problems.

A major drawback that appears in the exclusive use of reotilinear coordinates is when

the mocielied target have curved features. Traditionally, curved surfaces, in an orthogonal

grid, are modelled by 'staircasing' Fig. 2.4. This might give poor approximation to the

boundary shape unless very fine discritizations are used.
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Cavities having curved surfaces will have their resonant frequencies siightly shifted

when modelled using 'staircasing' teehnique [20]. To model curved featues of scatterers in

FDT'D more accurately R.. F{olland [21] and Nl. Fusco [22] denved the FDTÐ algorithm in

curvilinear coordinates by considering that fuIaxwell"s equations are vector equations that

are valid in any coordinate systerrÌ. Others [23], used irregular non-orthogonal grids as the

FDTD lattice mesh to model curved surfaces more smoothly. Such procedure resulted in

more accurate oornputations, as welL as, an inçrease in oomplexity when eompared to the

sonventional F'DTD algorithnn. Recently, a variant of 'staircasing' has heen developed [24]

[7] where the cartesian mesh in the trattice is retained, and cells that are adjacent to the scatter-

er are defon'ned to take into account the proper scatterer geomety. In[Z4)TafTove et a/. intro-

duced a modified FDTD cell which is based upon Maxwell's curl equations in integral form.

Curvecl surfaces are accounted by inooqporating field behavior into contour and surface inte-

grals implementing Ampere's law and Faraday's law at selected meshes, and by deforming

contour paths as required to conform surface curvature as shown in Fig. 2.5.

Cangellaris et al.lTlused the ConformalBoundary Elementmethod to model geom-

etries with curved surfaces. This technique is applied in a way that relaxes the large rnemory

requirement by limiting the irregularly shaped elements to the boundary of the scatterer only"

This procedure can be explained briefly by considering the modeling of a conducting cylin-

der. The cylinder is positioned on a rectangular mesh shown in Fig. 2.6,the cylindrical con-

tour intersects the mesh at points that will be the nodes of zero electric field in aTM mesh

case where the mesh nodes will be the elecfric nodes. Then the new conformal cells will be

/
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Fig.2.4

0

'staircase' model of a curved su¡face in FDTD.
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Fig.2.5 Cell deformation in viciniry of a curved boundary. (contour integration technique)

those made from nodes on the body contour together with some of the neighboring elect'ic

nodes on the regular mesh. These electric nodes will be used for the computation of the mag-

netic fields near the cylinder's surface. Other field components needed for the regular algo-

rithm procedure are obtained through either extrapolation or interpolation procedures. In this

case, the uniforrn rectangular mesh is used everywhere in the computational domain except

at the vicinity of the body contour. Only few variety of quadrilateral elements are needed to

conform to the scatterer geomeüy.

Ð

Ð
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Fig.2.6 Conformal Boundary Method for modeling curved surfaces.
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2.2 " Í-iter atune Su rvev :

In 1966 K.S. Yee, who originally proposed the FDTD technique, used the F'DT'D

method to solve Initial Boundary value problems in isotropic media in a 2-dimensional

space. F{e solved for the scattering of an elecn'omagnetic pulse by aperfectly conducting cyl-

inder [10]. Yee truncated his FDT'D naffice with conducting walls which resulted in multiple

scattering to occuÍ. Later Taylor et. øl [14] applied Yee's algorithm to study the scattering

of electromagnetie pulse in a time-varying inhomogeneous media. They used Maxwell's

equations in the cylindrical coordinate system. N¿Ierwether [16] used it to compute h"ansient

cuments induced on a metallic body of revolution by an elecfromagnetic pulse (EMP). Eoth

latterresearchers applied Absorbing Boundary Conditions (ABC) to truncatethe FDT'D lat-

tice walls.

The FDTD method was also used for elosed region problerns" Choi and Hoefer [25]

useditto obtaintheresonancefrequencies of inhomogeneouslossless cavities and thepropa-

gation phase e onstant of various lossless nricrowave structures. FDTD method was aiso used

to sfirdy a number of waveguide reiated problems L26,271. The dispersion behaviour of wa-

veguide-shielded microstrip line was investlgated in [28]. Also the study of TEo andTMo

modes in dielecn'ic resonators rvas done in [29]"

T'he use of FDTD for solving elech'ornagnetic coupling problems has progressed

very rapidly with the advent of eomputel' technology ln terrns of high speed and large

memory computers. One rnain application of F'DTD is to compute the hansient response of

complicated structures illuminated by pulsed piane waves. These transient responses are,

sometimes, obtained to study the effect of lightning or EfulP on structures . A bulk of such

applications was done by R. Holland [30] in the developnnent of TTIREDE code which is

based on a scattered field formulation of FDTD. Additional work was also done to study the

response of slowly dying elecfromagnetic pulse on complex structures [17,3I-33]. These

researchers showed that computations from FDTD were accruate 'when compared with mea-

sured data"

On other instances the transient response data obtained from FDTD computations

was used to compute steady state information over a wide range of frequencies by the use

Theow and Review of the FDTD Method
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of Fourier transformation. C. Britt [34] computed the Radar Cross-section (RCS) of a circu-

lar cylinder, sphere and other three-dimensional geomeÍies from the F'DTD transient re-

sponse computations and using a Gaussian pulse excitation. R . Lubbers et. al. l31lpresented

an efficient method to ffansform FDTD results to the far zone in the timedomain and then

used FFT to obtain the frequency-domain data for number of frequencies. K.S. Yee et. al.

[36] also presented a shceme to extapolate FDTD calculated scattered fields to the far zone"

The computation of the frequency response data requires the running of the FDTD eode for

late times to insure that all resonance phenomena inside the lattice has died.

The same concept in computing the frequency response data frorn time-domain in-

formation was applied successfully to microstrip structures. K. Nlei ¿/. ¿/ studied the charac-

teristics of microsf ip discontinuines and computed their corresponding dispersion charac-

teristics over a large range of frequencies [37,38]. Sheen et. al. [39] applied the same

technique for the analysis of planar microstrip circuits. Their results were very accurate

when compared with measured data" fuIicrostrip patch antennas were also analyzedin [40].

W" Ko and R. Mitûa [41] combined FDTD with Prony's method in Microsftip circuit analy-

sis to exftapolate the long time record required fo acourate frequency-domain scattedng pa-

rameters from a relatively short FÐTD time record.

Taflove and Erowdwin [15] used a dífferent approach to compute steady-state data.

They used a oontinuous sinusoidal plane wave excitation that is switched on through out the

FDTD computation" T'he computation will continue until steady-state fields are reached and

all the fields in the sampling region exhibit a sinusoidal repetition. The field values are ob-

tained by observing the peak positive and negative excursions of the last cycle" 'fafTove et"

ø/ applied this technique to variety of electromagnetic problems. I{e studied the elecfromag-

netie field penefration into complex geometries using FDTD and MoM/FDTD approaches

[42,43]. Taflove and Umashankar proposed tho FDTD method as a technique to analyze

electromagnetic scattering of large complex objects and to compute its corresponding RCS

t44461. A eomparative study between the single freuency excitation and thepulsed excita-

tion for RCS computations using FDTD is done in[47].

Theorv and Review of the FDTD Method
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FDTD technique was also used in Biomedical engineering studies" Chen and Gandhi

calculated the electromagnetic absorption in the human tissues. T'hey also computed the cur-

rents induced in an anatomically based model of a human when exposed to EMF t49-511.

T'he FDTD method was also used for antennaradation applications. Analysis of elec-

tromagnetic of elecftomagnetic wave radiation from systems containing horn and Microsnip

antennas was done in [52-54].

Although the FDTD method has proven to be apractical and efficient method in ana-

lyzing a wide range of electromagnetic aoupling problems, it has sorne limitations that are

enforced by the use of the Yee cell Fig.-l. Such limitations is the modeling of thin wires and

struts whose radii are smaller than the FDTD Yee cell dimension. .A,lso there is the nnodeling

of narrow slots and apertures in complex geornetries that involves cavities and gaps. A num-

ber of researchers proposed different type of approaches that takes care of such inefficiency

inherent in the Yee cell. F{olland and Sirnpson introduced the'In-<ell inductance" Çoncept

to study the EVIP coupling to thin struts and wires [55i. Others proposed a thin-slot formal-

ism for the FDTD method [56-59]. Taflove and {Jmshankar introduced a modified F'DTD

cell whichisbasedupon Ampere'slaw andFaraday'slaw inintegralform [60,61]. With such

a technique, the presence ofwires, slots, and eurved surfaces can be accounted by incorporat-

ing appropriate field behavior into contour and surface integrals implementing Arnpere's

traw and Faraday's law at selected rneshes, and by deforrning contour pathes as requirod to

conform surface curuature.

Complexinhomogenuitieswere also ft'eated in some appiications of theFDTDmeth-

oci such cases as anisotropic media with the diagonalizecl or off-diagonalizecl tensor property

[45]" The propagation of nansients in dispersive dielectric media is studied in[62] by using

the FDTD method to solve the tiinedornain Maxwell's equations in Debye meclia [63]. A

frequency-dependent FDTD fornnulation ( (FD)2TD ), where the permittvitp permeability,

and conductivity of a media are assumed to he frequency dependent is developed by extend-

ing the maditional FDT'D formuiation to include a discrete time-<loarnin convolution, which

is efficiently evaluated using necurssiorn [64,65]"

Theow and Review of the FDTD Method
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,{ review of the formulation and apptr ication of the FDTD method for numerical mod-

eling of EM wave interactions with arbimary structures has also appeared in the literature

[1tr,tr2].

Theorv a¡rd Review of the FDTD Method
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3.tr. AhsorbÍmg tsoundary CondiÉions"

In open space problems in FDTD, the lattice truncation planes have to be invisible

to all waves incidenton theseplanes" To obtain such a situation Absorbing Eoundary Condi-

tions (ABC) algorithm have to be applied on these truncation planes. In F-DTD it is always

the goal to use as minimum number of eells as possible that wll economize the computer

requirements for the FDTD implementation. T'he total number of FDTD cells can be rnini-

mized by using the largest possible cell size for target modeling and the minimum number

of cells extemal to the target. The required number of cells between the target and the absorb-

ing boundary clepends on the quality of the absorbing boundary condition used, the size of

the target and its scattering nature, and the size of the cells. ,4, detailed study of ABC is done

in [66,67].

In this work, two types of absorbing boundary conditions are examined. The first

type is the averaged extrapolation aigorithrn which is a iocal AtsC where onXy the fields at

the neighboring space and time nodes are needecl to estimate the field values lying on the

lattice h"uncation planes [ 15]. The pr"ocedure is illustrated using the one-dirnensional lattice

of Fig. 3.1, for a time-step relation cðr = A,

Sragru,rrv Srnrnv

equation (3.1) sirnulatesthefree-spacepropagationof thefieldfunction F fromthelocation

M - | to the truncation point at M in the one time step which is the numerical propagation

deiay imposed by the time-step reiation. Equation (3.1) describes an exact absorbing condi-

tion in one-dimension where all waves are absorbed at location M without reflection. To

simulatethetruncationofthislatticeinaninfinitehalfspaceofrefractiveindexrQ=Jc-r;

F"(tul)=Fn'(M-I)

¿z

/? 1\
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e ,, istherelativedielectricofthehalfspacemedium)wavesinsidethelatticewillnowprop-

agate with a velocity v such that c = r.v . The corresponding time-step relation will be

r.v.ðt = A implying that the wave will propagate a distance of one spatial step in r time

steps. FIence eq. (3.1) can be written as,

F"(nÐ=Fn-r(M-I)

Stability Study

Ml
M-1/2tr+
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Ç

Fig. 3.1 One-dimensional lattice" illustrating averaged exrapolation ABC at M.
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In this work, this procedure is implennented in two-dimensional and three-dimen-

sional free-space, and using a time-step relation * = j wfricfr also satisfies the stability

criterion of Yee's algorithm eq. (2.i0). in this ease, oblique incidence is accounted for by

averaging the field values at the FDT'D nodes located in the vicinity of the node in question

at the truncation plane as shown ln Fig. 3.2. The averaged extrapolation algorithmis consid-

ered to be of first--order AEC.

This absorbing boundary condition is further improved by using the super absorbing

condition [19] which is a predictor-{onector technique. With this technique, the leading er-

ror of the conventional local ABC can be cancelled by a simple algorithm, so that the absorb-

0
¡l
fl
ç
il'| å _nI1t24+ l\

o ü ---------.r-

uE,

(3.2)

+ Ír,
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ing quality of the boundary condition can be greatly improved. It is found that by applying

the same kind of boundary condition on the tangential H field next to the boundary, and com-

paring it with those F{ values calculated from the difference equation of eq. (2.8) ( the bound-

ary Ð's used are obtained from the AEC one time step earlier ), these two FI fields will always

have the properry that errors contained in thern due to the approximation in the ABC will

have opposite signs and magnitudes of a known ratio. Using the corrected values of the Fl

fields the E fields are updated to more accurate values.

ABC

\
\

StabiliW Studv

(tj+l)

Fig.3.2

The second absorbing boundary algorithm examined in this work is based on the

theory of approximate One-way wave equation, which is a partiatr differential equation

which perrnits wave propagation only in certain direction" G. Mur [13] innoduced a simple

and successful finite difference scheme for implementing the One-way wave equation to

compute field components at the FDTD lattice walls.

Following the explanation in 166,677, the absorbing boundary conditions used are

based on general second-order One-way wave equations. The derivation of these equations

s(o,j) = f,l ø*t1t,¡ * L) + s 2g,Ð + ø4qt,¡ -t¡f

Averaged Extrapolation Absorbing tsoundary Conditions (two-dirnensions).

follows from the application of general rational function approximation to J t - s' on the in-

24
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terval [-1,tr]. Considering the two-dinnensional wave equation in cartesian coordinates,

where ú , D3 , and Dl denote second partial derivatives with respect to x, y, and t,respeo-

tively. Factoring the wave operator, Å,

where L- and L*

L{J =n?u +Ðrru -)nlu =o

are defined as"

" cD,
where, s = É
Engquist and klajda [18j showed that at a planer boundary atx=0, an application of tr- to

the wave function U, will exactly absorb plane waves incident at any angle which fravel in

the -x direction. F{ence, applying

Stability Study

LU=L*L-U=0

,-r
r- + r-r ut lt ^2Xr : [.]X I-J t

at x=0 will result in an exact absorbing boundary condition that absorbs waves originating

from the interior of the spatial FDTD domain. The L+ operator will function in a similar man-

ner but for waves travelling in the +x direotion and hitting the other lattice wall.The presence

of the radical in (3.5a), and (3.5b) prohibits the duect implementation of (3.6) as an absorb-

ing condition for dimensions greaten'than one.

Algebraie approxirnation of the radical in (3.5) produce absorbing boundary condi-

tions that can be irnplemented numerieally with finite difference schemes. T-he resulting

boundary conditions are not exact causing smaltr amount of reflections when waves pass

through the boundary. The substitution for the radical in (3.5), proposed first in [18],

(3.3)

(3"4)

[- Tr - ñUU_U

(3.5a)

(3.sb)

(3.6)
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gives the following absorbing boundary eondition, when multiplying by D,, which can be

implemented at the boundary, x=0,

The ABC in [67] works well when the gnd truneation boundaries are sufficiently distant so

that the scattered waves hit the boundaries at near normal incidence.

In three-dimensional space eq. (3.8) will be written as,

,/i:7 * t-är,

u*-*u*olur, = o

equation (3.8) and (3.9) are used ín the FDTD algodthm by substituting U with the corre-

sponding field eomponents and applying central different schemes on the derivatives.

a NumericalTests:

Srabilitv Srudv

T'he FDTD aode initially developed, used the averaged extrapolation algorithrn of

equation 3.1 as AtsC on the lattice ffiuncation Xllaneso and was further improved by using the

super absorbing procedure. The spatial dístance between the modeled target inside the

FDTD lattice and the lattice truncation planes affect the performance of the ABC on these

planes. F'igures 3.3,3.4 show the h'ansient response of the conducting sphere introduced ear-

lier.T'heseresponsesareoornputedfortwolatticesizes (60 x 30 x 60) and (80 x 40 x 80)

and are compared with the Rayleigh-Mei classical solution.

In Fíg. 3.3, which is the response at the illuminated pole of the sphere, a minor differ-

ence is observed in the response using either lattice dimensions. On the other hand, Fig"3.4

shows the shadow region transient response of the sphere. A relatively significant change

is observed between the two lattices eomputations. This change can be attributed to more

leî
Uo-JUu+*Urn +*U,,c"-2rrz

(3"7)

(3.8)

=Q (3.e)
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reflections from the lattice truncation planes, in a region where the incident field is mini-

mum, when using the smaller size lattice"

600
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^ 400

U'

3 soo

"g
Ë zooE

* 100

n

-x 00

Loeatfiom ('l)

Stabilitv Studv

Fig. 3.3 Transient R.esponse of a conducting sphere. ( Averaged ExEapolation ABC)

The "One-Way Wave Equation" AtsC procedure of equation 3.9 is also investi-

gated. ït is implemented an aTM twolimensional version of the F'DTD code. In addition,

the super absorbing algorithni is also implemented to get an optimum accuracy for the cur-

rent implementation.

To test the new absorbing boundary algorithm the transientresponse of a conducting

circular cylinder illuminated by a Gaussian shape plane wave is calculated. The data is com-

pared with those eomputed using the averaged extrapolation algorithm. The circular cylinder

having a radius equals to 27.5crn (22 x Lx) and shown in Fig. 3.5, is mapped into a

100 x 100 FDTD lattice of spatial step size L, = .0125m and a time step sir" ôr = *
2c

where c is the speed of light.

-.-'-.- FD-TD

Ravleio
FD:TD-

Mê¡
80x40x80
60x30x60
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The benchmark data is obtained by computing the cylinder transient response in a

200 x 200 FDTD mesh having the same spatial and time step sizes as indicated above. Fig-

ures 3.6 show the transient response of the cylinder at locations indicated in Fig. 3.5. These

results show an improvement in the accuracy achieved by using the " super-absorbing one-

way wave equation " algorithm as compared to the averaging technique.

500

400

E gso
Ø
ÍJ.

.g 200

E

*ìà f 00

0

-x00
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Fig" 3.4 Transient Response of a conducting sphere. ( Averaged Extrapolation AtsC)
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l.--_

Fig. 3.5 Geometry of a circular cylinder inside a 2-D FDTD Lattice.
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Fig. 3.6 T¡ansient Response of a Conducting CircuJar Cylinder illuminated by a Gaussian plane

'Wave.
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3.2. Grid Size"

As described in the last chapter, FDTD is a direct solution of Maxwell's time-de-

pendent curl equations. A second--order accuracy is achieved when a cenftal finite-differ-

ence approximation for the space and time derivatives of these equations is used. The stabil-

ity of the time stepping algorithm, and hence the accuracy of the computed field quantities

are related to the spatial step A and the time step increment õt, respectively.The choice of

these two parameters have to satisfy ttie stability criterion of (2.10).

The selection of the spatial step A is also restricted by the type and the characteristics

of the incident plane wave launched at the target inside the FDTD lattice. It is suggested [ 1 li

that the spatial step A should be atleast 
OP 

, where åmin is the wavelength of the highest
10

frequency having a relatively significant magnitude in the incident plane ìtrave spectrum.

Satisfying such a spatial step requirementwill eliminate significantly any distortion

of the incident plane wave form, as well as? any other scattered waves from the target ern-

bedded in the FDTD lattice during the time-stepping procedure. The choice of the spatial

step A is also rnade such that the target in question will be modeled in fine details, enough

to allow all the physical phenomena to ocour accurately. One example to such fine modeling

is the case of curved surfaces which is modeled by a stepped edge surface when using the

Yee FDTÐ unit cell. This cell has to he small enough in size to model the curved surface accu-

rately as shown in Fig. 3.7"

" Numerical Tests:

Stabilig Study

To illusft'ate the relation between the aceuracy of the FDTD method and the spatial

step Å , which is the size of a cubic unit cell rnside a FDTD lattice, the propagation of a Gaus-

sian pulse plane wave is investigated. Figure 3"8 shows snap shots of the electric field com-

ponent inside a uniformly gridded lattice for different values of Â. This figure shows the
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Fig.3.7 Modeling of curved surfaces using the FDTD Yee cell.
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Fig. 3.8a Propagation of a Gaussian Fulse in aFDTD lattice for different values of Å .
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Fig.3.8b

dispersionoftheGaussianpulse,aswellas,ringingwhenlargevaluesof A areused.Figure

3.9 shows the rnodel of a oondueting sphere inside a FDTD lattice with spatial step

h = .003m. The transient response of the sphere, illuminated by a Gaussian pulse plane

wave, is computed at locations (i.) and (2) on the sphere. A lattice size of (60 x 60 x 60) is

used to model the full sphere, howover, at other occasions the sphere symmetry is utilized

and a lattice size of (60 x 30 x 60) is used. Two Gaussian pulse widths are tested for a con-

stant spatial step Â . Figures 3.10-3.13 shows the corresponding tansient response at loca-

tions indicated on Fig. 3.9 of the sphere model obtained by FDTD method and compared

with the Rayleigh-Mei classicai solution of scattering from a sphere. The averaged exftapo-

lation aleorithm is used as ABC on the lattice walls.

Propagation of a Gaussian Pulse in aFDTD lattice for different values of Â (zoomed in).

tq
Lfigfirt-meters
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In Fig. 3.10 an obvious level of distortion in the transientresponse resulted when the

naffower Gaussian pulse is used as compared to that of Fig. 3.11. A similar phenomena is

observed in Fig. 3.I2 as compared to that of Fig. 3.13. Based on the earlier illustration, such

a distortion in the transient response can be attributed to the poor sampling of the nanower

Gaussian pulse as a result of using a spatial step of L, = .003m

Fig.3.9

\,

Sphere model inside a th¡ee-dimensional FDTD lattice.
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Fig. 3.10 Transient R.esponse of a conducting sphere: Narrow Gaussian pulse case.
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E,(t) = L})nxp(Q - 2.15 x 1010 )/ 0.a62s x tvs)' v/m, a = .003m, (60 x 60 x 60)
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Fig. 3.11 Transient Response of a conducting sphere: 'wide 
Gaussian pulse case.
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3.3. FÐTD Gnid CharactenÍstícs

fuÏost of the eleotromagnetic civil and nnilitary applications involve structures that are

complex in their geometry and their rnaterial composition. These geometries may contain

very fine geomeh'ic details such as lapped joints and cracks, or they may be coated with a

lossy materiatr to reduce field peneh'ation or R.CS of these struotures in sorne applications.

Using FDTD method, different approaches were followed by researchers to model such

structures accurately to include their geometric details. One approach is the use of subcell

modelling techniques, where speeialized cells are designed to model accurately the physics

of a specified geomeh'y. Such approach was followed by Taflove et" al. [61] where he used

the Faraday's law in integral form to model wires, curved surfaces and gaps in conductors

of sizes that are less than the size of a Yee cell inside the FDTD lattice. Demarest [57] used

tsabient"s principle in conjunction with the F'DT'D method to modetr slots in e onducting süuc-

tures. F{e also used Faraday's and Arnpere's laws in integral form to model thin dielectric

slabs, conductor backed dieleotric slabs, and cracks in dielectric structures [68].

In the modeling of lossy sh'uctures or eonducting structues with lossy coating, some

researchers followed the approach of substituting the lossy material with a surface Imped-

ance Eoundary Condition (SIEC) analogue. Nlaioney [69] developed a SIBC to replace a

lossy dieleetric half-sp aÇe, a line current over a lossy dielectric half space, and wave propa-

gation in parallel plate waveguide with lossy walls. Beggs et. al.[7}]implemented a constant

SIBC and a dispersive SIBC that is applicabie over a large frequency bandwidth and over

a large range of conductivities to replace lossy dielectric objects. Recently, Maloney and

Smift [71] also presented a subcell rnodel to include thin rnaterial sheets in the FÐTD metÏr-

od" This subcell model removed the normal resf iction which sets the spatial grid increment

to be at least as small as the smallest geomefic feature in the solution space. On the other

hand others modelied lossy thin sheets by sheet impedances L72,731.

Non-uniform gridding in the FDT'D lattise is another procedure used to model struc-

tures with very fine geometric details or structures that contain sharp discontinuities where

the fields become highty non-uniform in the vicinity of the discontinuities. A non-uniform

FDTD mesh, consisting of a coarse and a relatively fine mesh, is an alternative modeling

procedure to using a uniform fine FDTD mesh that will be expensive in terms of computer

Stability Studv
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requfuements. Kunz and Simpson [74] innoduced an expansion technique in conjunction

with the FDTD method to model small local objects. They first calculated the fields in avol-

ume with a coarse grid, then used spatial and time interpolation of these fields to obtain tan-

gential electric field components on the boundary of a subgridded volume which was ana-

Iyzed in a second run. Zivanovic et" al" [7 5] used a similar procedure but instead of making

two separate calculations, the caloulations in the coarse grid are coupled with those in the

fine grid through the use of Maxwell's equations in a single computer run. Xiao et. al" Í761

analyzedagrading scheme wherethemesh sizeis graduallychanging in eitherthe-r-ory-di-

rections or in both directions simultaneously. They claim that applying such a non-uniform

gridding, using the uaditional FDTD Yee sctreme, will result in first order errors in the com-

puted fields. They improved the accuracy of this gridding scheme to second order by analyti-

cai cancellation of the fïrst order error terrns.

[n the following section a numerical demonstration to investigate the accuracy and

limitations of using non-uniforn'l gridding inside a FDTD mesh. The FDTD code used al-

lows non-uniform gridding along any of the three cartesian coordinate axis in the FDTD lat-

tice [77]. Xn this investigation, the propagation of a Gaussian pulse piane wave in one- and

three- dimensional F'DTD code is done"

3.3.n. One-dirmemsÍona[ Case

Stabilitv Studv

The non-uniform gridding proeedure is first tested on a one dimensional FDTD al-

gorithm. T"o insure stability the following inequality is to be satisfied,

where Ax and ðt arethe spatial and time increments, respectively, and c is the speed of light

in free space.

An axis of 100 nodes is considered to investigate the propagation of electomag-

netic wave in one-dimensional FDTD algorithm. Figure 3.14 shows snapshots of a Gaussian

pulse,havingapeakvalueof 100 V/*, atnodes i = 15, i =50,and i =35alongauni-

formly grid FDTD axis, i being the node index. These snapshots are computed for different

values of time step increment ôr and for a spatial step 
^r 

= 0.01m. Itis observed fromFig.

- 
^-r (3.10)
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3.14 that the magnitude of the Gaussian pulse peak varies for different values of ô/ , where

the correct magnitude of the Gaussian peak is noted for ô/ =

140
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Figure 3.14 Snapshots of a Gaussiun pufffiiside a uniform grid of a one-dimensional

FDTD axis computed for differentvalues of ôr . (100 nodes axis, Âr = 0.01m)
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In addition, there was no distortion rn the pulse shape and the 'bell' shape of the

Gaussian pulse is maintained along the FDTD grid for the different time step values used.

A non-uniform grid discritization shown in Fig. 3.15 (grid_l) is considered. In this

case the grid is divided as follows,

Áx = t.07m, í =I, 4I

Âx = 0.008rn, í =4I, 60

Ax = 0.0lrn, i =60, 100'

Figures 3. i 6 show snapshots of the Gaussian pulse at nodes inside the one-dimensional grid

computed for different values of ðf " Correct waveforms resulted also for the time step

c Ar 0.005òt = -=- = 

-. 
Unstable solution occurred for ôr = 0.008/c. Figure 3.17 (grrd-2)2cc

shows a second example of non-uniform gridding being examined. T'he 100 nodes axis is

divided symmetrically at í = 50 , such that,

AÍ = A-01.rn" í =I,20

Åx = 0.0ito I,0797 x I0-3m, i=2A,50 ataratio t = 0.g26llbetweenadjacentspa-

tial steps" The corresponding snapshots of the Gaussian puise are shown in Figs. 3.tr8 com-

puted for different values of ô/ . nn this case the stability of the solution is reshicted by the

smallest spatiatr step in the grid that also resulted in an increase in thepeakvalues of the wave

fonns while maintaining the shape of the Gaussian. ï.Jsing U, t 1"2 x 10-J 
resulted in an

c

unstable solutíon. Figure 3.19 (grid-3) shows a thfud example of a non-uniform gridding.

The axis is ciividecl symmetrically at I = 50 , such that,

Ax = O.tIm, i. = I, 20

Ax = 0.01 to 0.0051i¡2, i=2A, 50 at aratio N. = 0.97716between adjacent spatial

steps. Figures 3.20 show the snapshots of the Gaussian pulse at nodes on the grid axis com-

puted for clifferent values of ôr. {J¡rstable solution occurred for values of ô¿ > 0.006/c .

Stabilitv Studv
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Åx = A.UIm,

Åx = 0.008ræ,

Åx = 0.0Lrn"

Srabiliry Srudv

=i 41

= 41, 60

= 60, tr00,&

Figure 3.15 Anon-unifornngriddisoritlzationof aone-dimensionalFDTDaxis(grid_l).
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Stabilitv Studv

The 100 nodes axis is divided symmetuicaily at i = 50 , such that,

Âr = O.tLm, í =I, 2A

Á,v = 0.01 * \.0797 x I04rn, í=20, 5û at a ratio t = 0.926I

spatial steps.

Figure 3. i7 A non-unifonn grid discritization of a one-dimensional FDTD axis (gricl_2).
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Stabilitv Studv

the axis is divided symmeh'ically at z = 50, such that,

Ax = A.jIm, i =I,20

Åx = 0.0L -* 0"0051trr¿, i = 20, 50 at a ratio {. = 0.9'77l6between adjacent spatial

steps.

Figure 3. tr 9 A non-uniform grid discritization of a one-dimensional FDTD axis (grid_3).
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3"3"2. Thneçdürnemsionatr Case

The propagation of elech'omagnetic waves in a three-dimensional non-uniformly

grid FDTD lattice is also studied. In this case the stability of the time stepping algorithm is

insured by satisfying the following inequality,

Initially, the propagation of a Gaussian pulse plane wave having a peak rnagnitude

of 100 V f rn propagating along the z - direction is considered. Figure 3.21 shows snapshots

of the Gaussian pulse computed at locations (10, 10, 10), (10, 10,40), and (10, 10,70) re-

spectively, inside a uniformly grid FDT'D lamice having an array size of (20 x 20 X 80) .

A spatial step of A = 0.01im is used in the FDTD mesh. As observed earlier in the one-di-

mensional case the peak value of the Gaussian pulse changes from the correot value

(100 V/m) white maintaining the 'bell' shape for values of öt * $. Unstable solution
¿c

occur¡ed for ð¿ > 0.006/c. The second FDTD lattice tested is that of a non-uniform grid-

ding along the z - axis of the lattice" The lattice has the sarne size as before, the gridding

along the z - axis is as follows,

bz =0.01m, k =1,37

bz = dl, k =31"50

&z -- 0.0Im, Ë = 50, 80

Figure 3.22 shows snapshots of the Gaussian puise for dl = 0.005m computed for different

values of ðr . The values of ör used provided a stable solution but caused the peak value of

the Gaussian pulse to change. Unstable solution occurred forvalues of ôr > 0.004/c. Figure

3.23 shows the corresponding Gaussian pulse snapshots for dl = 0.007m computed using

,ôr > 0.0045/c , using ð/ = 0.005/c resulted in an unstable solution. Figure 3.24 shows sim-

ilar computations for dl = 0.008rn and for ôt = 0"005/c resulting in a correctpeak value for

the Gaussian pulse.

/ \_r. l l tr I 12côi = ü- *-;--r +- I
\Ax' Ay" 

^2" /

Stability Srudy

(3.11)
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Conclwsions

In this section, the propagation of eXectromagnetic waves in one-dimensional and

three--dimensional FDTD space is investigated. The propagation of a Gaussian pulse \ryave

in a non-uniform grided FDTD axis is tested for different non-uniform gridding schemes.

To insure stability in the FDTD algorithrn, the tirne step incrernent has to be chosen to satis-

fy the Courant stability criæria taking into account the srnallest spatial step size inside the

FDTD lattice. Different time step inerements has been used to study the performance of each

of the FDT'D grids. In a uniform grid, it was observed that a Gaussian pulse will propagate

without any shape distortion or change in its peak value for O, = * . The pulse peak magni-'¿c

tude increased for

mensional case). In the case of a non-uniform grid the choice of ôr is resf icted by the size

of the smallest spatial step in the grid. Ëlence, the choice of ô/ to insure stability might effect

the magnitude values of the pulse, depending on how small is the smallest 
^ 

relative to the

largest A . It should be noted that although there v/as a change in the peak rnagnitude of the

pulse, in a non-uniforrn grid, the shape of thc pulse is maintained with no distortion as it
propagates inside the FDTD lattice. lt is expeeted that for EMI problerns where the irnpulse

response of a sft'ucture is required, tlie use of a non-uniform grid witl be appropriate, for the

resulting response will be nornnalized to that of the incident pulse propagating inside the

FDTD lattice"

^A
^rru

Stabilitv Studv

and deereased for ðy
Aot(a = ÅÍ = hy = ht, in the 3-di-

5i.
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As described in the literature surr/ey of Ctrapter ü the FDTD numerical method has

been applied to a wide variety of electromagnetic scattering and antenna problems. In this

ehapter the FDTD method in two- and three-dirnensional space is used to study the transient

response of cylinders and spheres. The tu'ansientresponse of conducting and dielectric circu-

lar cylinders due to a step plane wave is cornputed and the correspondence between the tran-

sientresponse and the rise time of the excitation wave is rnvestigated. The h'ansientresponse

of conducting and dielectric spheres illuminated by a Gaussian pulse plane wave is also com-

puted and compared with those obtained from analytic solution. Also in this chapter, the field

penetration inside a conducting box with an opsn top illuminated by an Electrornagnetic

Puise (EMP) plane wave is computed. The effect of changing the aperture geometry and

loading the box with lossy rnaterial on the field rnagnitude and frequency content inside the

box is analyzed. Finally, the capability of the FDT'D method to rnodel thin oonducting wires

of different cross-sections and lengths is studied, where different thin wire modeling proce-

dures are examined"

Appr,¡carroN T'o Scanrnnr¡{G PR onr,Eprs
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4.1. T\'amsÍenû Response of CÍrcutar Cylimdens

An important simplification of the full three-dimensional FDTD algorithm case is

the assumption that neither the inoident plane wave excitation nor the modeled geometry has

any variation in the z-direction ( i.e. all partial derivatives with resp eçtto z are equal to zero),

N4axwell's curl equations eqs. (2.2,2.3) reduces to two decoupled sets of scalar equations.

These decoupled sets, referred to as the transverse magnetîc (Th[) mode and the transverse

electric (TE) mode, describe two-dimensional wave interaction with objects. The related

equations f,or each case:

-TM case ( E*, H*, and ÉIn )

Application to ScatterinE koblems

6Hn l / a¿\
at = --\trl

-TE case (Hr, Er, and En )

ôH, _ l{ ,t,\
at Æ\ôrl

88, r { an,
ôt = ?\ ð' #-.u,)

# =+(+-"8.)

(4.1a)

õEo t { an,
ôt e\ax

ôI{, r { ae-- --fi *
ôt Æ\0y

(4.lb)

(4.1c)

+ ø ¿'])
I

ð8, \- a-]

$.2a)
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R.ecently, the interest in the transient response of complex structures illuminated by

slowly decaying ffansient pulses, resulting from lightning or nuclear bursts, has increased

with the development of few technologies. These developments include the use of advanced

composite nnateriais which provided less shielding than conventional metallic structures,

and the increased use of low power level semiconductors for circuits.

In the following study the field transient response of both conducting and dielectic

circular cylinders illuminated by aplane wave having a step function waveform in the time-

domain is computed. The choice of such a plane wave is made because of its close similarity

with the EMPresulting fromlightning ornuclearbursts whichhave afastrisetime and a slow

decay in its field magnitude. The condueting cylinder may represent in this case metallic

wires in electric circuits, while dieleomic cylinders may represent guiding dielecftic struc-

tures such as optical fibers. A two-dimensionatr space F'DTD algorithm will be used to model

the circular cylinders, and the correspondence between the transient response and the rise

time of the excitation ,wave will be investigated [78].

Application ûo Scattering Problems

4.1.1" Results amd DiscussÍon

The h'ansient response of a aircuiar cylinder illuminated by a step function plane

wave is computed in aTM FDTD grid space. The circutrar cylinder considered, having its

axis parallel to ttre z-axis, has a radius of 37.5 cm and is mapped into 298 x 298 FDTD grid

rneshofspatialstepsize Å.x - Åy = A"A1256.Atimestepsizeof ôr = $ lrur"O,where
2c

c the speed of light in free space" Since such a soattering problem is an open space problem,

the walls of the FDTÐ mesh are terrninated with ABC. Thus, the fields scafiered away from

the illuminated sÍucture are absorbed with minimal reflections. The algorithm used to im-

plement such ABC is that of the 'One-Way' wave equation [13] and it is further improved

using super ABC of [19]. The circular cylinder is mapped into the FDTD mesh where its

curved surface is sampled as a stepped edge surface as shown in Fig. 4.1. The excitation

plane wave used to illuminate the cylinder is a z-polarized plane wave propagating in the

+y-direction. The wave f,orm of the plane wave has a unit step like shape,

54
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where different values of Á corresponding to different rise times are considered. The result-

ing waveforms are shown in Fig. 4.2.

E,(t) =þ - n.nÇat)] (v/m)

Application to Scattering Problems

'T*

(4.3)

Figure 4"1 Circular Cylinder in a FDTD mesh.
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i) Conducting Círcular Cylínder.

The eonducting surface of the cylinder is simulated by setting the electric fields tan-

gent to that surface to zero ( Ez tan = 0 ) at ali time steps. An incident plane wave is launched

normally onto the cylinder. Fig. 4"3 shows the propagation of the step like plane wave in the

presence of the conducting cylinder, where the E, field component is plotted at different

time steps. The magnetic f,reld h'ansientresponse atpositions (1) to (5) indicated in Fig.4.1

are computed for different values of ,4 and are shown in Fig. 4.4. These positions, i.e. (I) to

(5), are located approximately one-half cell from the cylinder surface" At observation points

(1) and (2) in the illuminated region of the cylinder the effect of varying the rise time of the

excitation function can be seen clearly at the early times of the corresponding responses. At

location (1) of the cylinder the field response at the early time rises to approximately twice

the incident field2 and then continue with an inoreasing value exceeding that of the incident

wave. This can be atmibuted to the incident exeitation illuminating oontinuously the oon-

ducting cylinder causing an accumulation of charges on the cylinders surface. Also, impos-

ing the Eztun = 0 on the cylinders surface ( infinite conducti.vity ) contributed to this phe-

nomena as well. ïn the shadow region of the cylinder G e.5 ) the fields on the cylinder are

due to creeping currents launched from the illuminated region, hence, the effect of the rise

time of the incident piane wave is being damped due to radiation as can be seen in the coffe-

sponding early time responses. At late times the field magnitude at ( 3, 4 &. 5 ) increased

steaclily due to the charge aceumulation. Such a situation of continuous increasing field re-

sponse exists only in a case of a step plane v/avo excitation where infinite energy is available.

Application ûo ScatterinE hoblems

2H'f = 2Er!" / tîo = 2 / G2et ) = 5.3 mA/m
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Figure 4.3 Propagation of a plane wave in the presence of a conducting circular

cylinder. (A =l x 10e); Lx = 0.0125m, ôt = Y
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ii) Ðíelectríc Circular Cylinder.

The scattering of a dielecmic circular cytrinder by a step like plane wave is also eon-

sidered. The cylinder is chosen to have an €r = 4 " Fig. 4.5 shows the propagation of the

plane wavein thepresence of thedielectric cylinder, where the E, fieldcomponentisplotted

at different time steps. The magnetic field transient responses, shown in Fig. 4"6, are again

computed fordifferentvalues ofÁ and atpositionsindicatedinF'ig.4.1. The effeotof differ-

ent nse time values,4 of the excitation function on the early time field response can be seen

clearly at the indicated locations. For "4 = 5 x 10e , corresponding to the fastest rise time,

a ringing behavior occurred at the early time response of the cylinder due to the spatial reso-

lution of the FDTD lattice not being fine enough to sample accurately the higher frequencies

containedintheA= 5 x 10e excitationpulsespectrum.Thisringingbehaviorcanbeelimi-

nated by using a spatial step A * Anin / 20 
" 

where f.-i,, is the wavelength of the highest

frequency in the incident pulse frequency spectrum. For othervalues of .á. ttre FDTD lattice

spatiai resolution was adequately fine. At late tinnes, where the incident pulse reaches a

steady valu e of E" = I.0 V / m, the field response at locations ( I & 5 ) reaches a steady value

Application to ScatterinE Problems

of Hq = 2.65 mA/m,and FI6 - 0 mA/m atlocation(3)asexpected3.Also,anobservation

can be made from the transient responses at observation points (1) and (5). The ringing at

late times are approximately 10ns apart, which is the time needed for a monoçhromatic pulse

travelinginamediumhaving âr €" = 4 'cocrosstwicethecylinderdiameter(1+ 5 -+ l)"

No accumulation of charges is observed since the conductivity o = 0 .

The field kansientresponse of a oirsularcylinderilluminated by aplane wave having

a step function waveform in the time-domain is computed using two-dimensional FDTD

code. Both cases of conducting and dielectric circular cylinders were studied and the corre-

spondence between the transientresponseandtherise time of the excitation wave atdifferent

observation points on the cylinders surfaces were investigated. An accumulation of charges

causing a steady increase in the field response of the conducting cylinder is related to the

cylinder having infinite conductivity and the excitation wave having infinite energy.

3' Hc

HÔ

lr, = -sinf lr=-ro, .H,!" = # = (ZO n)-t = 2.65 mA/m. = -Hç l1s¡
Nlo

lr¡r = -sind l6=so . H'!' = 0-
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Figure 4.5 Propagation of a plane wave in the presence of a dielectric circular

cylinder, €, = 4 . (A =l x 1d); Lx = 0.0125m, U, = *
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4.2" TnansÍent R.esoonse of a Sphere

In elecfi'omagnetic scattering and radar cross section (R.CS) computations the geom-

etry of a sphere has been the attractive geomeffy on which new analytical and numerical

techniques are generally evaluated by eonsidering it as the test geomeuy that has a closed

form solution. trn addition, the similarity between the sphere geometry and several elect'o-

magnetic applications ( sections of an aircraft and human body, rain drops, . . ") has made

the sphere geometry as the popular choice for elect'omagnetic analysis.

In this section, the implementation of the FDTD technique in a three-dimensional

space is illustrated by computing the ffiansient fields of a sphere illuminated by a Gaussian

pulse plane wave. The computed responses of a oonducting and a dielectric sphere are corn-

pared with those obtained from analytical solution.

Auplication ûo ScatterinE Problems

4"2.1" Results and Discussion

The geometry of the sphere considered has a radius a=6.)cm and is mapped into a

uniform (60 x 60 x 60) F'DTD lattice. Figure 4.7 shows the sphere model used by the FDTD

cocle and is located at the center of the lattice. The Sphere model is 40 cells through the diam-

eter. T'he spatiai dimension of the F'DTD cell is set to Â = 0.003m, and a time increment of

^Að¿ = -ä isused,wherecisthespeedoflightinfreespace.Figure 4.7 alsodefinesthecoordi-
LL

nate systern and the incident field polarization used in the FDTD code. The sphere is illumi-

nated by aplane wave of Gaussian fielddish'ibutionpropagatingin thez-direction. T'hetran-

sient response due to the incident puise is obtained at different observation points on the

sphere structure. To vaiidate the results obtained by the FÐTD code, the cornputecl results

are compared witli similar results computed using the Rayieigh-Mei solution for a sphere

[79]. It shouicl be noted that the Rayieigh-Mei expressions are in frequency-dornain. time-

clomaill data is obtained using the inverse Fourier Transformation. Applying the convolution

theorem on the Rayleigh-Mei data and on an incident piane wave identical to that used in

the FDTD cocle the proper transient responsos are obtained, this procedure is explained in

Appendix A" The cases of a perfectly conducting and dielec['ic sphere are considered

[80,81].
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i) Conductins Snhere.

The conducting sphere is illuminatecl by assigning a very high conductivity

(o = 99 x l02s sf m) at the nodes representin-s the sphere. Figure 4.8 shows the propagation

of the Gaussian pulse plane wave in the presence of the conclucting sphere. The ð, field com-

ponent at aplane passing throu,eh the rniddle sectior.r of the sphere isplotted for different time

STEÐS.

Application to Scatterin.q Problems

,/

Fig.4.7 FDTD moclel of a sphere r,vith the incident field and observation
Points indicated.

Figure 4.9(a-+) compares the FDTD and the Rayleigh-lvlei solutions for the fansient tan-

gential magnetic field component at locations on the sphere indicated in Fig. 4.7 showing

\,
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a good agreement between the two procedures. At the illuminated pole ( Location 1 ) the field

response reached a peak value of approximately 053 Alm which is twice the incident field

value. The response at later time, after the pulse has passed the sphere, is due to the surface

cuffents on the sphere bouncing baek to location (1) with a lower magnitude due to radiation.

The slight disagreement in Fig. 4.9b between the two solutions is due to the looation of obser-

vation point (2) in the shadow region of the sphere where the incident field is minimum, and

also due to the simulation of the curved surface of the sphere by a stepped edge surface which

inn'oduced diffraoted fields that interfered with the main field computations.

Application to Scatterins P¡oblems
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ií) Dielectric Sphere.

The same sphere geometry of Fig. 4.7 is again used but with the physical parameters

as €, " þ = r,and ø = 0.Figure4.l0showsthescatteringof aGaussianpulseplanewave

by the dieiecmic sphere. In this figure the s, field e omponent at aplane in the middle section

of the sphere, with e, = 5.0 , is plotted for different time steps. From these surface plots the

penetration of the electromagnetic fields inside the dielectric sphere is at lower speed than

the original pulse in free space. Also, due to the curvelinear geometry of the sphere a focusing

phenomena is observed where a peak value of E,: 200 v/m ( n'i" = 100 v/m ) is also ob-

served at time step / = 781. The happed wave inside the sphere ( after the inoident pulse has

passed the sphere ) will keep bouneing back and forth due to the media mismatch at the di-

elech'ic sphere-free space interface. This phenomena is recorded in Fig. A.IIa showing the

field response at location (1). The fr'apped wave will eventually attenuate due to the radiation

to free space each time the ftapped wave hits the dielectrie sphere-free space interface. Fig-

ure 4.1n (a--c) compares the FDT'D and the R.ayleigh-Mei solutions for the transient tangen-

tial magnetio field component at locations on the sphere, with e, = 5.0, showing a good

agreement between the two computations"
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Propagation of a Gaussian pulse plane wave in presence of a
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The fransient response on the surface of a sphere illuminated by a Gaussian pulse

plane wave, is computed for the cases of a conducting and dielecnic spheres using the FDTD

rnethod" The results are compared with the analytic solution of Rayleigh and Mei with the

aid of inverse Fourier transformation. A good agreement between the results obtained by the

two methods is observed. The discrepancy in the two solutions observed at the shadow re-

gion of the conducting sphere can be attributed to the simulation of the curved surface of the

sphere by a stepped edge surface which infr'odueed diffracted fields that interfered with the

main field computations. Also, therelatively lowmagnitude of the incidentfield in the shad-

ow region allowed fields reflected from the lattice boundary to further degrade the field com-

putation in that region.
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4"3" Study of TnamsÍent Field Fenetration imsüde a Conducting tsox"

The effect of impulsively excited elecmomagnetic bursts, resulting fromlightning or

man made sources, on electronic equiprnent, devices and installations have raised the inter-

est in eleotromagnetic ftansient response field penenadon and coupling into complex struc-

tures" The analysis of eleohornagnetic interaction with such complex sh-uctures is difficult

to achieve analytically since, generally, the geometry of such stnrctffes rtrill not match with

the known orthogonal coordinate system. In this case the problems will be limited to su-uc-

tures whose surface coincide with the ooordinate surface of a separable coordinate system"

\Vith the advent of digital computers capabilities that can keep nack of the geomefri-

cal details of a body in addition to any associated numerical computations, developed numer-

ical techniques capable of solving electromagnetic interaction problems are only limited by

the characteristics of the formulatron, the storage capability and speed of the computer. The

problem of the penetration and coupling of electromagnetic energy through apertures has

been studied extensively by many researchers that used both analytic and numerical tech-

niques [82-84] using the Method of Moments (MoM) [85]. The Finite Difference-Time Do-

main (FDTD) numerical technique is also used to study electromagnetio penefration and

couplin g problems ï42,43,61,981 "

In this section the transient electrornagnetic field penetration inside a cubic conduct-

ing box with an open top illuminated by a doubly--exponential plane wave is investigated

using the F'DTD numerical method. This investigation also involved the study on the effect

of modifying the conducting box aperture, as well as, the addition of absorbing rnaterials on

the transient field inside the box which includes transient and spectral information.

Auplication to Scatterine hoblems

í) Modelínp of Structures"

Generally, moclelling of structures inside the FDTD lattice is done by allocating the

corresponding physical parameters that charactenze the structure at locations defined by the

grid nodes matching with the structue geomety. Sfructures made up of conducting plane

surfaces are modelled by setting the electrio field compononts lying in these planes to zero

at all times. Open planer surfaces having a smallphysical thickness are modelled as 'infinite-
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ly thin' conducting sheets. Curved surfaces are modelled inside the FDTD lattice either by

a stair case surface or by using techniques that allocate specialized cells to conform with the

surface curvafire 17 "241.In 
the case of inhomogenoeus structures, no special handling of

electromagnetic boundary conditions at the media interface is required, because the curl

equations generate these conditions naturally.

T'he FDTÐ method can be used in an efficient way if structures involved have geo-

mehÌcal symmeft'y. [Jtilizing such syrnmetry will reduce the memory storage requirement

that will reduce, in turn, the computation time of the problem. The symmetry oonditions

applied inside the FDTD lattice is done by implementing the concept of electric walls

(Etun = 0 ) or magnetic walls (I{tun = 0 ) as the planes of symmetry in the rnodeling proce-

dure" The choice of either magnetic or electric walls as syrnmetry planes will depend on the

polarization of the incidentplane wave used to illuminate the rnodelled target. The character-

istics of the electric and magnetie walls and the procedure to implement them is illushated

in Fig. 4.12.

Application ûo Scattering Froblems
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4"3.1. Nurnenical Results arnd DÍscr¡ssion

The electromagnetic transient field penemation inside a cubic eonducting box with

an open top is studied using the FDTD rnethod. The geometry and dimensions of the eon-

ducting box is shown in Fig. 4.13. The box structure is illuminated by an x-polarized plane

wave having a doubly--exponential time distribution, and is propagating in the + å, duec-

tion. The plane wave time distribution is expressed by

where

Er(t) = AV t ( eat - ebt ) vottslm

AV = 9 x 10e Vf(m.sec)

e - -6 x tr08 sec-l

b - -9 x 108 sea-l

Auplication to Scatterine Problems
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Fig. 4. i3 Geometry of a cubic box with an open top.
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the corresponding wave form together with its frequency spectrum are shown in Fig. 4.14

The symmen'y inherent in the box geometuy is utilized and only one-quarter of the box is

modelled inside the FDTD lattice. Considering the polarization of the incident plane \ryave,

electric and magnetic walls are used as syrnmetry planes as shown in Fig. 4. tr3. The oonduct-

ing box is mapped with a 'zero' wall thickness into a uniform FDTD lattice of

(40 x 40 x 80)anaysize"Aspatialincrementof A = .02L05m,andatimeincrennent

^of ôr = 3 *" used. The FDTD tattice zoning procedure of [13] that separates the lattice
Zc

into total-field and scattered-field regions is adopted.
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ii) Condwcttnp Box

The E* transient field components are computed at locations inside the conducting

box shown inFig.4.13" Figure4.l5 shows the E, transientresponse atlocations (1), (2) and

(3) inside the box due to the doubly-exponential plane wave illumination. At location (tr),

the magnitude of the field response is the largest due to the plane wave x-polarization that

caused higher diffracted field magnitudes to ocÇur at the box edge closer to location (1). Fig-

ure 4.16 shows the frequency response of the field at location (2) obtained using the Discrete

Fourier Transformation (DFT) procedure (Appendix B ). The half wave length resonance

of the conducting box used ( fo = f,*) = 0.37SGIIz) is also observed 1n Fig. 4.16.\2ll

Our numerical experimentinvolves the study on the effect of modifying the conduct-

ing box apefiure on the transient field penetratron inside the box when illuminated by a dou-

bly-exponential plane wave whiah is similar in wave form to Electromagnetic Pulse (EMP)

resulting from lightning or man made sources. T'he aperture geomeh'ies involved in this anal-

ysis are shown together with their e orresponding dimensions and aperture areas in Fig " 4.17 .

The choice of these aperture geomef ies is based on the knowledge that the main source of

fields inside the conducting box are those due to the diffraction of fields on the box edges.

Flence, the length and orientation of such edges are the variable parameters in this study. In

Fig.4.17 the modified aperture boxes are denotecl by'box_a', 'box_b', 'box_o', 'box_d',

and 'box-e' respectively, 'box' corresponds to the unmodified aperture conducting box.

Figure 4. I 8a shows the E, ftansient field response at location (2) inside the conduct-

ing box for different aperture geon'rehies. T'his figure shows that the field rnagnitude is re-

duced significantly at the early time of the response especially with 'box_b' design Çorre-

sponding to a smaller aperture area. .Although using these aperture geometries has resulted

in reduced transientfield magnitude at the early time as compared to 'box', they also resulted

in resonance phenomena with different transient field clecay rates for each of the box geome-

fries useci" 'box-b' geometry which has the sn'rallest apeftwe area as oompared to that of

'box' and 'box-a', resuited in the slowest transient field decay rate. This behavior can be

explained in that the stored energy within 'box_b'takes longer time to dissipate in the form

of radiation losses which is the oniy loss involved in this study. To investigate the effect of

Application to ScatterinE Problems
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aperture areas and geometries used on the transient field decay rate inside the boxes, the ti-

me-stepping is continued for a suffioiently long time whereby all field resonance behavior

would have died down. Figure 4. i8b shows the E* h'ansient response at observation point

(2) of the box geometries in Fig. 4. i 8a computed for relatively long tinne. From these figures

one can observe that the aperture geomeh"ies that resulted in the reduotion in the magnltude

of the early time field response resulted also in a slower resonant field decay specifically,

for the 'box_b' case.

Using the Discrete Fourier Transformation (DFT), the frequency response at loca-

tion (2) inside the box geomeh'ies oonsidered are calculated and are shown in Fig. 4.19"

These plots show that the cubic conducting boxes became more frequency selective with ap-

efture geometry modified"
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ití) Addition of Absorber MateríøL"

trn this sub-section, the study of field penehation inside a conduoting box is extended

to include the effect of adding absorbing material on the walls of the conducting box.

The addition of absorbing material on the inner and outer walls of the conducting box

is another parameter considered to reduce the field magnitude inside the conducting box

[86,87]. The absorber material modeled ís that similar to an Eccosorb lossy rnaterial used

in anechoic chambers and have the following physical parameters:

€r = 10

þr = I'3

Application to ScatterinE Froblems

Loss Tangent (ranå) = t",

ø = (s.s x rorl)(e , ranô).f ;

The absorbing layer is modeled in the FDTD eode by setting the conesponding parameters

of the absorber to each cell in the FDTÐ Xattice comprising the absorber geometry with

@ = 0. 165 s /m for f = LGI{2. An absorher layer of one F'DTD cell (=, 2"Icm) is used.

Four cases of the conducting box witli an absorber layer on its surfaces are studied.

The first case where an absorber layer is added on the conducting part of the box top as shown

in Fig. 20aandisreferred to as 'absrb_l' case. The second case is similar to that of 'absrb_l'

but with the absorber layer covering all the top surface of the conducting box as shown in

Fig. 20b and is referred to a 'absrb-2' case. The third case is similar to 'absrb_l' case but

with all the inner walls of the conducting hox covered with a one cell thick absorber and is

referred to as 'absrb-3' case" 'absrb-4', whieli is the fourth case investigated, correspond

to the 'absrb-2' case but with the lnner walls eovered with a one cell thick absorber.

IGI{zsf=30GHz
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Figure 4.20a Eox with absorber material 'absrb_l' case

(e, = 10" ßt, = 1"3, ø = 0.165)

Figure 4.20b tsox with absorber material 'absrb_2' case

(e, = 10, p, = \.3, ø = 0.165)
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The above four Çases are applied to the conducting boxes of modified aperture geom-

etry of Fig. 4"I7 " LJsing the FDTD code the field transient response at location (2) inside the

conducting boxes illuminated by the doubly exponential plane wave of eq. (4.4) is calcu-

iated. Figure 4.21 shows the Eo transient field response for the four absorber cases applied

on 'box_a' geomehy. For the 'absrb_l' case, there is no change at early time but itresulted

in a faster decay of the field magnitude, and is decayed even faster when adding absorber

layers at the inner box walls in the 'absrb_3 ' case" Covering all the top side of the conducting

box with an absorber layer, 'absrb_2' case, resulted in a significant decrease of the transient

field at early time but resulted in a field resonance behavior at later times. The addition of

absorbers at the inner walls, 'absrb_4' case, damped those resonant behavior in a relatively

short duration. The corresponding frequency ïesponse for eaeh of the absorber cases is

shown on Fig. 4"22.It is observed that the addition of absorber material resulted in a shift

in the frequency spectrum to lower frequency values. F'igure 4.23 shows the E, transient

response at location (2) inside 'box_b'forthe four absorbercases described earlier. Itis ob-

served that for the absorber cases 'absrb_3" and 'absrb_4'" corresponding to the addition of

absorber layer on the inner walls of the conducting box, the resonance behavior is damped

in a relatively short time as the fields bounce back and forth on the inner lossy walls of the

conducting box. Figure 4.24 shows the corresponding frequency spectrum of E, transient

field responses inside 'box_b' of Fig" 4.23.

Figures4.25,4"27,and4.29 showssimilarcomputationsofthe E, fransientresponse

at location (2) inside 'box_c', 'box_d' and 'box_e' respectively, for the four absorber cases,

and thre corresponding frequency spectrum piots are shown in Figs" 4.26,4.28, and 4.30 re-

spectively. Similar behavior for the addition of absorbing rnaterial is observed, in these box

designs, to that of 'box_a' of Figs. 4"21 and 4.22"
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Conclusions

ïn this section, the Finite Difference-T'ime Domain numerical technique was used

to calcuiate and study the mansient field response inside a cubic conducting box with an open

top normally illuminated by a doubly-exponential pulse plane \ryave" The modeling of the

conducting box was done efficientþ by using electric and magnetic walls and only one-

quarter of the conducting box geonnetry \vas modeled" T'he effect of modifying the conduct-

ing box aperture geometry on the magnitude and frequency content of the transient field

penetration inside the eonducting box is studied. Five aperture geometries were considered

where the size and orientation of the aperture edges were the variable parameters involved

in this study. The aperture edges geometry having the smaller edge size perpendicular to the

polarization of the incident plane wave resulted in a significant reduction of the transient

field magnitucle at the early time in addition to a resonance phenomena. Also, the conducting

boxes with modified aperture geometr'ies beeame more frequency selective as eompared

with the unmodified aperture conducting box. The addition of absorbing material on the

walls of the conducting box geometries analyzed was also investigated. Adding the absorb-

ing rnaterial on the aperture wallreduced the mansientfield magnitudepenetrating inside the

box cavity, while adding the absorber at the inner walls caused the field resonance to attenu-

ate at a faster rate"
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4.4. Thin \MÍre N[odeting

i) Review

The FDTD method has proven to be a successfutr numerioal technique used for solv-

ing a variety of elecftomagnetic scattering and coupling problems. IJsing Yee's cell, Fig. 2. l,

geomefries with complex shapes and composition are modeled in a staight forward manner

inside the FDTD space lattice. On the other hand, the Yee cell fails to model thin wire struc-

tures efficiently. In this case, thin wires are modelled by setting the tangential total electric

field to (E* = 0) zero at the wire location leaving no parameter to vary to study the influence

of wire radius on the solution [88]. Such modeling is illustated in Fig. 4.3I" A second ap-

proach to rnodel wires is to set the dimensions of the Yee cell such that the cell area will match

with the cross-sectional area of the wire, or to set the dimension to be equal to the wire diam-

eter as shown in Fig. 4.3L.Inthis manner, relatively accurate results are obtained [89]. How-

ever, this approach will be very expensive in terms of memory storage requirements if com-

posite geometries are involved. Thin wire subceltrmodels [55,61] are alternative approaches

that succeedecl in modeling of wires efficiently. Thin wires of radü much smaller than the

FDTÐ ceil size are modelled using the thin wire subcell models. In [55], an "in-+elL induc-

tance " model of the thin wire is deveioped, the current distribution on the wire is obtained

through the solution of a differential equation for the wire current solved concurrently with

the FDTD time stepping. The wire subcell of [61] uses a Faraday's law contour integral ap-

proach to obtain a simple modification of the basic FDTD algorithm to properly model the

electromagnetic field near the wfue.

Taflove et al" [61] suggested that the extension of FDTD modeling to wires, slots,

and curved surfaces can be achieved by departing from Yee's original pointwise derivative

interpretation. As shown in Fig. 4.33, their new ldea is based upon Ampere's law and Fara-

day's law in integral form implemented on an array of eleotrically small spatially orthogonal

contours. These contours mesh (intersect) in the manner of links in a chain, providing a geo-

metrical interpretation of the coupiing of Ampere's law and Faraday's law. This meshing re-

sults in filling of the FDTD modeled space by a three-dimensional chain-link array of inter-

secting ofthogonal contours. The presence of wires, slots, and curved surfaces can be

accounted by incorporating appropriate field behavior into the contour and surface integrals

Application to Scattering P¡oblems
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implementing Ampere's law and Faraday's law at selected meshes, and by deforming con-

tour paths as required to conform with surface curvature. T'he equivalence of this proeedure

to the Yee algorithm in free space and its implementation to thin wire modeling is included

in Appendix C.

Application to Scattering koblems

Fig. 4.31 T'hin wire modeled inside a FDTD lattice by setting Eo" = Q at the
wire location.

FDTE lattice

¡
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Equal cell area-wire cross-sectioî L = zo

L2 =fia2

Fig. 4.32 Modeling of a thin wire inside a FDTD lattice
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(a)

Er(i,i + r/z,k+ l/2)

,A,pplication to Scattering koblems

Hr(i-r12,i,k)

(b)

Fig. 4.33 Examples of spatially orthogonal contours in free space. (a) Ampere"s taw for Er"
(b) F"araday's law for ff, "

Ay 
^z,l 

H,(i,j,k) i

Ef,i.j + r/z,k) lor,

Hr(i,j+llz,k-r/2)
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4.4.\. Nremenical Tests

Nlost of real life scattering application sfr'uctures are made of composite components

( planer surfaces, boxes, coated surfaces, wires, " " ), and the FDTD method has proven to

be an efficient method in modeling such complex geometries. trn this section, the different

approaches used to model thin wres in the F'DTD method will be examined. The current

phase and magnitude along thin wlres are oomputed using three of the wire modeling proce-

dures mentioned earlier:

1- Equal-cell area-wire cross-section,

2- Contour integration,

3- Er^ = 0, at wire location.

These current magnitudes are compared with those computed using the fuIethod of À¿loments

(NIoM) adopted by NEC [90].

íí) [nfrnitel:t long wire (two4irnensions].

The case of an infiniteiy long thin wire is considered first. Fig.4.34 shows the com-

puted circumferential equivalent magnetio field (Hn) near a thin perfectly eonducting infi-

nitely long wire illuminated by a SinusoidalTM plane wave for a wide range of wire radii

at a distance A/20 fromthe center of the wtre. Í{un is the circumferential magnetic fîeld that

will produce the same wire current obtarned by integrating the circumferential magnetie

fields resulting from the F'DTD computatrons as illust'ated in Fig.4.35. ÍI* is computed

using;

1- equal-<ell area-wire cross-section,

2- eontour integration,

3- exact solution.

Application to Scattering Problems
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X FD-TD (cell area-w¡reseclion)
O lD-.ïD (ogntour integral, 

^=U10)

- 

Senes aolúbn
- -.-.- FD-ïÐ (Eá4, À=X/10)
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Fig. 4.34 f{,a circumferential magnetic field at locanon }./20 from the center of an infinite

wire.

'f 'f "5 2 2.5
[-og I wire rad¡{ls in wavelength X 30,CI0CI ]
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T-
^I

H, h ¡ = [ u,1t + L/2,j) - rdli"j + I/2) - r]y(i -t/z,j) + rrli,j -t/2)

Fig. 4.35a Frocedure to compute É1"0 at location / ftom the wire at location (i,.¡)
a FDTD lattice. ( E^ = g case )"
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H,(i,j-U2)

,/rr-,n
ø Lattice

-/-M 
case

v

+
L4Þ

H"r Z.tt I =

Fig. 4"35b Procedure to compute¡1"u at location / from the wire at location (f,7) modeled inside
a FDTD lattice. ( equal cell area-wire cross-section case ).
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The exact solution for the H"o af a wire can be obtained using the boundary value

problem solution of the scattering by a conducting cylinder, however, due to the small wire

radii, special handling is required to evaluate the series solution. A cell size of Å = 
å

¡'lsÇon-

sidered for the contour integral method. Field values obtained using the contour integral

modeling matched exactly with the exact solution as reported in [61], while the equal oell

area-wire cross-section modeling departed from the exact solution at small radii" On the oth-

er hand, using E',- = 0 on the wire modeling, the value of Hrintersect the exact solution

curve at a wire radius value of approximately a = 0.014A corresponding to a wire radius to

cell width (^ = å rado of g 
= 0.I4.In t55l avalue of ( = 0.5 is suggested, correspond-'10'^^

ing to zeroing the " in-+ell inductance " in the thin wire formatism in the corresponding sub-

cell model.

ííi ) "fr niÍe wire ( three-díme nsíons ) "

Next, wires in three-dimensional space are considered. A perfectly conducting wire

of lengthÅ and radius a alongthe z-direction is illuminated by aTM sinusoidalplane wave.

The magnitude and phase of the cument distribution along the wire süucture are computed

using the above mentioned modetring procedures and are compared with the þloNf solution

for the same wire geomen'y [91].

Application to Scattering Problems

tour integral wire modeling, while a

A F'DTD cell size of Å

ures 4.36-4.38 show the rnagnitude and the phase of the computed current distribution along

the wire sFuctures of radius o = * and lengths L = 11, )1" , anA 2f,. Figures 4.394.41
i00

show similar wire current inforrnation but for wfue structures of radius

=-
20

served that for a wire " I'radius o = ffi both the equal cell area-wire cross-section and the con-

tour integral procedures show fairly accurate values of the current magnitude as compared

with the MoM solution. While for the Ew = 0, on the wire, modeling case less accurate val-

is used for the cases of E^ - 0 on the wire and the con-

n=L
60

resolution is used in the MoM modeling. Fig-

A,
CI =-

200

t.06

trt is ob-
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ues are obtained as compared to the other two procedures. For a wire radius of o = ft, both

the equal cell area-wire cross-seotion and the eontour integral wire modeling are fairly in

goodagreementwiththeMoMsolution. Ontheotherhand,the E* = 0 onthewiremodeling

predicted more accurate values for the CIurrent magnitude along the wire compared with the

other two FDTD modeling procedures. {t should be noted that in this case the wire radius

to the FDTD cell size ratio f = 0.2 is close to the value obtained fronn Fig. 4.34 inthe two-

dimensional case"
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ív) Transíent R.esponse of a Wire

The eapability of the thin wire modeling procedures in the F'DTD method, studied

in this section, to predict h'ansient field and tuansient response information is also investi-

gated.Ahalfwavelengthdipolehavingaradius o =*alongthez-directionisilluminated
200

by aTM Gaussian shape plane rtrave, a cell size of Å = * Ur used. Figur e 4.42shows the

current transientresponse at the midpoint of the dipole" The dipole structure is rnodelled us-

ing the three wire modeling procedures involved in this study. The equal cell area-wire

cross-section modeling resulted in a larger damping ratio the transient response than the oth-

er two modeling procedures. The corresponding frequency response of the current magni-

tude is obtained from the time information of Fig " 4.42 and is shown in Fig. 4.43. These fre-

quency response plots are compared with that obtained from the fuIoNl solution of an

identical dipole. The VIoM fr'equeney data are se aled to include the effect of a Gaussianpulse

excitation" The design frequency of our numerical experiment for this case is IGIIz, and the

Gaussian pulse width used allows aceurate eurrent response of up to ZGIIz" The resonant

frequency of the dipoie predicted by the three wire rnodeling procedures is very ciose to that

obtained bv the Nloh¿l solution.

Application to Scattering Problems

The performance of different thirx wire modeling procedures in the FDT'D numerical

technique is investigated. Current and phase magnitudes along thin dipoles are computed

usingtheequalcellarea-wirecross-section,E*=0onwire,andthecontourintegralmod-

eling procedures. T'he oomputed results are compared with those obtained from the MoM

solution. The equal cell area-wire cross-section procedure gave accurate results but was ex-

pensive in memory storage requirements, while the contour inûegral methodprovided an ef-

ficient and accurate wire modeling technique.
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^=l/60)

Fig.4.42 Current response at the rnidpoint of a Ã,/2dipole illuminated by a IM Gaussian plane wave
computed by different FDTD thin wire rnodeling procedures. (f = t?nz)
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The problem of radiation of eleotromagnetic waves by an antenna in a given environ-

ment is basically that of solving hrlaxwell's equations subject to the boundary conditions in-

hoduced by both the radiating antenna and its surrounding environment. solving such anten-

na problems have been done widely by using frequency-domain techniques ( MoM, finite

element, etc. .). On the other hand, the FDTD, which is a time-domain technique, has been

used in the analysis of large nurnber of electromagnetic scattering and interaction applica-

tions, as presented in Chapter trI, and relatively little has been reported toward applying

FDTD to model antenna radiation. NÏaloney et" al. [92] used the FDTD method to analyze

radiation by axially symmetric two-dimensional problems, where he modeled cylindrical

and conical monopole antennas. Katzet. al.ï521, also used the FDTD method to model vari-

ous radiating structures that included two- and three-dimensional waveguides, flared

hornes and a two-dimensional paraholic refleotor. Tirkas and Balanis [53] used the FDTD

technique to model and predict the radiation pattern of wire and aperture antennas and were

compared with rneasured radiation patterns.

FÐTÐ mocleling has been aiso extended to provide detailed chuactenzation of mi-

crostrip antennas and aircuits. R.einex and Bernard [40] used the FDTD nnethod to analyze

racliation by a microsmip patch. K. lMei et. al. [37,38j used the F'DTD to calculate dispersive

characteristiss of a typicatr microstrip on a Gallilrm Arsenide substrate. A Gaussian pulse ex-

citation is used and the effective dielecmic constant and characteristic impedance over a large

range of frequencies is efficiently obtained via Fourier û'ansform of the time-domain field

response. K. Mei et. al., also [54] applied the FDTD to analyze a small broadband and flared

antenna on a substrate. In [93 j an efficient time-domain method based upon the combination

of the F'DTD with an appropriate periodic boundary condition, is developed and is success-

fully appliecl to time-domain characterization of aphased anay of øpered slots. The FDTD

method was also appliect successfully on microsnip circuits in [39,94, and 95].

Appr,rcannoN T'o Arurn¡{Nas
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An important aspect of rnicrosnip patch antennas lies in the feeding (exciting) of

these sffucfires. The location and the type of the feeding network will determine what field

modes and polarization are exoited by the mierostrip structure. F{ence, the field levels in the

co-polar and cross-polar radiation patterns of the patch antenna will be directly related to

the location and type of the feeding network.

In this chapter, a rectangular microstrip patch antenna is considered. This patch an-

tenna is excited by using a fransrnission line of characteristic impedance Zo Located at a dis-

tance d from the center of the patch as illustrated in Fig. 5. 1. The effect of scanning the trans-

mission line along the patch length on the level of the eo-polar and cross-polar radiation

field patterns will be investigated for thlee rectangular patch dimensions.

Application to Antennas

Fig.5.1
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R.ectangular rnicrosmip patch antenna with a hansmission line feed.
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S.tr",Ananysis of a Rectamgulan NÍüanostrip tratch Antemna.

In this section, the modeling procedure inside the FDTD lattice of the rnicrosn"ip

structure consiclered in this investigation will be presented. Also, the procedure followed in

computing the circuit and radiation parameters of the mierostrip strucfüre will be discussed.

i) Modettinp Frocedure.

Figure 5.2 shows the geometry of the rectangular nnicroship patch antenna and its

corresponding dimensions and physical parameters considered in this analysis. The patch

is mapped into a (60 x 95 x 25) F'DTD lattice. The upper and side walls of the lattice are trun-

cated withfirst-order'One-Way'waveequation ABCdescribedinChapterlil" while acon-

ducting surface is imposed on the bottorn surface of the lattice. Apptying AtsC on the side

walls of the FDTD iattice will approximate the assurnption of an infinite subsftate and

ground plane in this analysis" In this ease, surface waves propagating inside the subsmate will

be absorbed at the lattice walls with no reflection nor diffraction as if the substrate is infinite

in the x- and y-directions. Figure 5.3 dernonshates the modeling procedure of therectangu-

lar patch together with the excitation transnnission line in the F'DTD iattice.

The excitation pulse used ln this study has been chosen to he a Gaussian pulse. This

ehoice is based on the Gaussian pulse having a smooth waveforn in time, and its Fourier

transforrn is also a Gaussian puise Çenten'ed at zera frequency. T'hese unique properties make

it a perfect ehoice for investigating the frequency-dependence characteristios of nricrostrip

sffuctures through the Fourier transform of the pulse response. The Gaussian pulse used in

this investigation has the following expressr.on.

Application to Antennas

Figure 5.4 shows the Gaussian shape waveform together with its corresponding frequency

spectrurn" The choice of the spatial step sizes of ¡x, Ây, and Åz shown in Fig. 5.3 is done

to modei with sufficient accuracy

- the microsfrip structure

- the fields in the dielecüic substrate and above the patch

E,(t) = r00 Exp-[(r- x00 x 10-12)f (Eo x t0-,2)]' W*l

L18

(s"1)
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-thefrequencyresponseof thernicrostrip structureupto æ I3GHz.( å* = 30 x Lx ,í"e"

the shortest wavelength is modeled approx. by 30 spatial cells ).

W

h
= 2.865 ( Z" = 49$, Wheelel s [96] )

Application to Antennas

$=t.urr'*

Conducting plane
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Fig.5.2
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b = 19.33mm
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L = 29.70mm

I
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I

't
F2t![

Geomet'y and dimensions of a rectangular patch antenna with
a ftansmission line feed ( 2dla = 0.466 ).

2d / a= O.466
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FDTD lattice
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F,(f )_.-. Íìx-----\
excIÏaïton

ax = 0.75583 mm

ay = 0.74361 mm

^z 
= 4.52916 mm

õI= Az | 2c

Fig.5.3

Dielectric substrate

flX=60
nV=95
fiZ=25

Nlodeling procedure of the microstrip rectangular patch antenna
inside a FDTÐ lattice"
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trnitially, all fields in the FDTD lattice are set to zero, the electric field s, is switched

on, with a Gaussian shape variation" below the transmission line in the oxz plane as illus-

trated in Fig. 5.3. The excitation pulse will propagate along the transmission line until it

reaches the uansmission line rectangular patch junction where due to the mismatch at this

junction part of the incident pulse will be reflected back to the excitation plane where it will

be absorbed. It should be noted that after the traunching of the excitationpulse into the micro-

strip sffucture, the excitation plane is switched into an absorbing plane" The record of the

incident and reflected response is done at the reference plane indicated in Fig. 5.2 at

L=0"0297m (40^Ð from the pateh" The transrnission line is chosen long enough such that

a separation in time between the incident and the reflected responses is obtained.

Figure 5.5 shows the time variation of .ø', elecric field component at different posi-

tions aiong the propagation direction just below the ft'ansmission line structure. The disper-

sive properties of the microstrip are obsewed clearly from the distortion of the pulse as it
ffavels away from the feeding piane. A useful information that can be obtained from the field

response of a transmission line, is the variation of'the characteristic impedance Zo with fre-

quency.'Wheeler expression of Zo = 50Ç) presented in [96] is used initially to compute the

corresponding ciimensions, w I h, of the tu'ansmission line. In our FDTD cornputations, the

variation of Zo with frequency is obtaíned via the ratio of V(a) l(co) " V(a)is the Fourier

transfonri of the voltage response computed from the line integral of the verticatr electric field

under the center of the sfrip" (to) is the Fourier transforrn of the culrent response defined

as the loop integral of tlie magnetic field around the metallic strip of the transmission line.

Figure 5.6 shows the spectrumof. Zo(ø) of the h'ansmission line used in this study agreeing

favorably with the pre clesigned value of Zo.

Figure 5.7 shows three-dirnensional plots of the space distribution of the r, field

component in a piane just below the microship structure of Fig. 5.3. T'hese plots are for dif-

ferent FDTD time steps showing the propagation of the excitation pulse and its interaction

with the rectangular patch geomeh'y.
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ií) Input Farameters.

An important information can be also obtained from the F'DTD computation of the

microstrip structure considered in this work is the return loss (,S¡ ) and the input impedance

( 4") over a range of frequencies. This inforrnation is obtained from the field response data

at the reference plane AR', Fig. 5"2, at the feeding transmission line. Figure 5.8 shows the

voltage time response at RA' showing clearly the inoident and refleeted responses" In this

case the return loss 
^S77 

(ol) can be obtained from the following expression via Fourier trans-

formation"

where V¡""(t) andVr"¡{t) are the incident and reflected voltage responses at the feeding line,

respectively. FT conespond to the F'ourier transform operator. These voltage responses can

be obtained by 'windowing' ( selecting ) the desired response from the response data of Fig.

5.8.
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Fig. 5.8 The voltage response at the feeding üansmission line at the reference
plane RR' (Fig. 5.2).
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The input impedance Q" of the patch antenna ean be calculated from S¿(co) caicula-

tion by transforming the reference plane to the edge of the rectangular patch antenna,

k being the wavenumber on the rnicrostrip, Å is the trength frorn the patch to the reference

plane RA'. A value of Zo = 49{2 andan effective permitivity of 2.15 are assumed to calculate

Z¡". Figarc 5"9 shows the plot of | .S¿ | and 4" at the patch antenna of Fig. 5.2 for a xange

of frequencies. A good match is observed at f - 4GIdz, with ReF¿n] = 50{2, and Irnffi."]

= 0, respeotively.

n + S,rdu
Lin = Lo T-Ï--ffiI - Jll6

Application to Antennas
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üi ) F ar-F ie ld Calculattons 
"

The far-field radiation pattern of a microstrip antenna can be obtained with the

FDTD method by applying a flexible and skaight forward near-field to far-field ftansfonna-

tion [43]. The near-field information required for sueh transformation is a natural product

of FDTD computations" The elech'is ( E ) and the magnetic ( F{ ) field oomponents inside

the F'DTD lattice and lying on a surface $ enclosing a modeled target, Fig. 5.10, will repre-

sent the equivalent magnetic ( Jp 
"q 

) and elecfi"ic ( Nls,q ) sources on Sp, respectively . Ac-

cording to [97] these quantities are obtained by

where ¡â is the outward unit normal veotor at the surface So. The E and Fl field components

represent the scattered or the totaX fieXd vaXues depending on the F'DTD lattice region on

which So lies in. The far-fietd wiltr he given by ftansforming of the equivalent sources of (5.4)

over the free space Green's function as illustu'ated in [79].

Jrn(r)=ñxFil(r)

h4o"r(r)---âxE(n)

(8,[-t)

f---------------i

(E,F{)

-f---
boundary

Original Problem

Ae

(5"4a)

(s.4b)

Fig. 5.10 Electromagnetic equivalence to transform near-field to far-field.

(+

s,

A
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L_____ ____J

Joun=ôx!-1, M"*=-ôxE
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l*Â
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Forregions AandAo of Fig.5.10 having p. and e" asthemediumcharacteristicswithwave-

2.îtnumber k" = A!, and inh'insic impedanca r¡o = I20æ the far-field expressions for 0 and Q

polarization will be given as,

where

Ae = A, cosd cos@ +.4, cosd sin@ - "4, sin6

Fo = F, cos0 cosf + F, cos0 sin@ - F, sin@

Aþ = -A, sin@ + A, cosþ

Fê = -F, sin@ + F, cos@

t!
!-I

- t." ,i t_lEø=\-JK&ol fl'ts+-fl 4'H
H. JI

<[_ila t''øo=likal Irr.l#l
" 'Io 

nütlL-d

Application to Antennas

and .A and F are the magnetic and electric vector potential introduced in [79], respectively"

[n the far-field region the vector potentials are given by

r'cosf = þ'cos/ + y'sin/) sin0 + z' cosl

(5.5a)

where (*', y', ,') is the location of the equivalent sources in cartesian coordinates.

In our case, the far-field pattern of the microstrip patch antenna considered is ob-

tained in a straight forward manner using the procedure described above. In most of the re-

search envoiving microstrip patch antennas the sources contributing significantly to the radi-

ation pattern are considered to be located on the apertffe plane of the patch antenna. F{ence,

(5.sb)

Iul
[_u 

j = (#W f"[*;] e'k"'*"Èds'P

(5"6a)

(s.6b)

(5.6c)

(s.6d)

(5.7a)

(s.7b)
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only a planer surface Iocated above the pateh containing the equivalent sources is considered

in the far-field computations. trn this case, surface waves on the substrate along with the

fields diffracted at the finite ground plane edges are neglected. LJsing the FDTD method rhree

procedures can be used to compute the f'ar-field radiation pattem of arectangularpatch an-

tenna. Using the modeling procedure of the patch antenna followed in this chapter and de-

scribed earlier the radiation pattern is obtained by considering the equivalent sources located

on a surface that is slightly largen than the patch and is located at three cells above the patch

as illustrated in Fig" 5.11a. A second procedure for calculating the radiation pattern of the

patch, shown in Fig. 5.1lb, is to enelose thepatch and aportion of the subsh'ate in arectangu-

lar box whose surfaces will contain the corresponding equivalent sources for the radiation

pattern calculation. In this case, the effect of the surface waves on the radiation pattern are

accounted for. For this procedure, only the fields diffracted at the edges of a finite ground

plane are not accounted for. trt should be noted that the ground plane is assumed infinite in

this FDTD modeling of the patctri antenna, which is not the case in practice. Figure 5.12

shows the radiation patterns of the patch antenna using the two mentioned procedures. This

Figure shows the effect of neglecting the surface \traves on the co-polarpattern at large angle

values ( 0 < --30o, ø > 30" ), but Tnore significantty in the cross-polar field patterns. These

patterns are computed at the first and sesond resonating mocles of the patch. The equivalent

sources on the near-field surfaces in frequency-domain were obtained by using DFT ( Ap-

pendix B) from the time-domain data of seiected frequencies.

Apolication to Antennas
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near{ield plane
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Fig. 5"1tr Frocedures to calculate far-field patterns of a microstip patch antenna
modellecl inside a FDTD iattice
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The third procedure to compute the radiation pattern of a rectangular patch antenna

using the F'DTD method, is a more realistic procedure but expensive in teffns of computer

resources" This procedure envolves considering the real geomeuy of the patch antenna with

finite subsnate and ground plane, Fig. 5.13. In this case, the antenna geometry will be en-

closed in a closed box that contains on its surfaoes the equivalent sources for the near-fie1d

to far-field transformation. Such procedure will aceount for all the physical phenomena con-

tributing to the racliation from the antenna georneffy. Such a procedure is considered for fu-

ture work to be done on the analysis of patch antennas.

Application to Antennas

near-field box

Fig. 5.13 A realistic proeedure to caleulate the far-field patterns of a microstrip
patch antenna modelled inside a FDTD lattice.
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5.2" Results and Ðiscussion.

trn this section, the circuit and radiation parameters of the patch antenna of Fig. 5.2

are investigated, and the effect of moving the feeding fransmission line along the patch

length a ( varying d ) on the co-polar and cross-polar radiation field patterns will be studied

using the procedure ofFig. 5.1lb.

i) [nput parameters

The patch geometry considered is that of Fig. 5.2 where the distance d between the

çenter of the transnrission line and that of the patch will be the varying parameter. Initially,

d is set to zero accounting to a center fed patch, d is then increased till the edge of the trans-

mission line coincided with the patch edge. Figure 5"I4 shows piots of return loss ( I S¿ | )

and the input impedance Qn over a fi'equoncy range af 4GIIz for incremental values of 2dla.

In other words, these plots show the amount of energy absorbed by the patch shucture rela-

tive to the supplied energy over arange of frequencies. Also, they show the inputinnpedance

Zìn ma,Enifirdes along the side ø of the reetangular patch" d = 0 feed location, corresponding

to a center fed patch, resulted in aTMol mode matched resonance of = 4.6GHz due to length

Application to Antennas

lr-\
åof thepatch ("fr, - 1 / (2bJp, e) = 4.9GIrz | .Forvaluesof2dla>0,amatchedTMlsmode

\./
r'\

of =3.gG?zduetolengthøstartedtoappear (rt": t /QaJ-p.e) =4.rGHz) ,inaddition\/

toarM.lmode 
[n, 

: (, o J*,)( L*]' " L-$l')' = 6.44GHzl,u,*"*.ï-argervalues

of 2d lø will result in tuning the feed line to a desirablepatch input impedanceZ¡^ to match

the fio orÍ/ resonant modes. With the feed U'ansmission line characteristic impedan ce Zo =

50Ç2, Fig. 5.14 shows an improvement in the tu'ansmission line-pateh matching where a

RzIZ¡" ]=50Çì,,and [m[fi,"]= 0 is observed for 2dla= 0"466-+0"8 atf = 4GHz"
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íi ) N eør-Field C alculations

Figure 5.15 shows the near fîeld information on a plane three FDTD cells above the

patch and whose sides are five FDTD cells larger. These plots are generated for/- 4GI{z

whiclt is the matched resonance frequency observed fromFig. 5.14. Figure 5.15 shows both

the magnitude and phase of ¿'" and r', fietd components tangential to the ground plane and

cornprising the aperture field for some values of 2dla corresponding to the feed location

along side ø of the rectangular patch.

Tnitially, for the feed locauon2dla = 0 (centerfed) itis observed th at E, fieldcomponents

along side å of the patch are I 80" out of phase due to the even symmetry of the patch in the

x-direction. F{ence, the far-field produced by these fields will cancel in the broadside direc-

tion of the patch" On the other hand, the E, field components along side ø of the patch are

in phase and will add up to give a maximumradiated freld in the broad side direction normal

to the patch sh-ucture. The corresponding far-field pattern is shown in F'ig. 5" 16. l¡¡Ioving the

feed along side ø of the patch from its center position (d = 0) will distort the symmetry of

the geometry causing the & aperture fields aiong side b not to cancel in the broad side direc-

tion, hence, both aperture field cornponents E" and E, wili contribute to both co-polar and

cross-polar radiation fielcf levels of the rectangular patch. Cross-polarization level will vary

cor.responciingly as the feed location is varied" F'igure 5.15 shows cleariy the change in the

aperture fielcl inagnitude and phase distribution as the distance d is varied. The correspond-

ing far-field patterns are presented in the next sub-section.
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iii) F ar-Fie ld Calculatíons.

Figure 5. 16 shows plots of the radiation gain patterns of the patch antenna computed

for different values of din the Q - 0o and 90o planes at f = lÇ¡1r. These patterns were ob-

tained using the procedure of Fig" 5.11b and the following gain expressions,

where

Gainfn. @ "ø )f =

and

Gamf,øq @ ,ø )f =

Ewu(a"ø)t'

As described earlier, for the case of a center fed patch ( d = 0 ) the far-field due to

the E, apefrure field component along side å of the patch will cancel in the broadside region,

hence the low field levels in F'ig. 5.tr6 for 2dla = 0 are attributed to numerical errors, since

theoretically such a microstrip geometry will have a zero cross-polarization field level in the

broadside region of the patch. Fig. 5.16 shows both r, and nr gain patterns in addition to

theirphasedifference, AÕ = (/Eu -ZEr)o,betweenthesefieldcomponentsintheQ=0o

and 90" planes of a standard spherical coordinate systern.

Xt is observed that as the value af 2dla is increased the gain values of Eu and, ø, field

components change in direct correspondence to the near-field variation observed in Fig.

5.15. For values of 2a/a > 0 the ø, gainvalues in the Q = 0o plane increased while the ø,

gain values decreased. Howevet, for 0.4 <Zd/a s 0.8 both field components maintained a

,,^=[-[
to !o

P roa

#tnr(0,ø)t'

u(o "ø , - ù[wo(a 
,ø )12 + t16(o ,ø )t,l

U@ "ø )sn9 d0 dþ

P-¿

(5.8a)

(s.8b)

(5.9a)

(5,9b)
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slightly constant gain values. The variation in the gain level of the Es and 16 field compo-

nents versus the feed location along side ø in the Q = 0o and45o planes is summarized in Fig.

5.17. Figure 5.18(a,b) summarizes the variation of the cross-polar level versus the feed loca-

tion in the Q = 0" and 45o planes" as weil.

The above analysis on rectangular microsh'ip patch antenna was conducted on a

patch geometry having sides dimensions that are almost equal ( a = 22.66 rTt.nt., b = 19.33

m.m.)andhavingasidessizeraúoofI<I=1.17<1.5.Inthefollowinganalysis,rectangular

patcheswhosesidessizeratioare i=, tsquarepatch),and l=t.t areconsideredandthe

variation of the cross-polar level versus the feed location in the Q = 0o and 45o planes will

be computed. The transmission line feeding these patches is identical to the one used earlier.

The patches dimensions are chosen such that a matched resonant frequency of f = 4GIlz is

obtained.

First, the square rectanguiar patc 
^, I 

= I , is considered and having sides dimensions

ofa=b=22"66m.m.Fig5"l9showssampleplotsofthemagnitudeandphaseofthe E,and

r, field components tangential to the ground pXane and comprising the patch aperture for

values of ry = 0 and 0.4 corresponding to the feed location atong side ø of the rectangularg

patch. For d = 0 a similar situatio¡l to the fr = t.Ú patch occurred, where only the fields

along side a of the patch will contribäte to the radiated fields in the broadside direction of

the patch. For 4 = û.4, corresponding to an asymmetric feed location, side ø tangential,a

electric fields components still don, inate over the tangential electric fielcl along side å in con-

tributing to the radiated fields in the broadside direction of the patch" This conclusion can

be made by observing Fig. 5.20a showing the cross-polar level versus feed location of the

patch in the 0 = 0o where the ur gain level increases over the Eu gainvalues ut ry is made

iinger. This is unlike the aperture fieid behavior of the i = t.nparch where ,j" o, ,orn

level increased over the Eë gain levetr as the feed is moved along side ø of the patch as illus-
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trated in Fig. 5.18a. Figure 5.20 shows the cross-polar level versus feed location in the Q -
45" of the square patch, as well.

The last rectangular microstrip patch considered in this analysis is that whose sides

ratio is chosen as $ = 1.5, where ø = 22.66rn.m, and b = 15.tr\\m.m.Figure 5.21shows
b

again sample computations of the magnitude and phase distribution of the E,and ø, field

components comprising the patch aperture fields f,or values of ry = 0 and 0.333 . Again, due
a

to symmetry for feecl location d = 0, only the fields on side a of the patch contributed to the

radiated fields in the broadside direction of the patch, while the radiated fields due to side

b canceled out at the broadside direotion" Nloving the feed line along side ø disturbs the an-

tenna symmetry causing the tangential the tangential electric fields aiong side å of the patch

to dominated over those along side a as observed in Fig. 5.22ashowing the cross-polar level

versus feed location of the considered patch in the Q = 0o plane where the E, gain values

increases over the Ë' 2d; gain values 
^t ï ratio is increased. This behavior is sirnilar to that

of | = 1 l7 patch but in this case the Eu gain magnitude relative to the n, gainmagnitudeb^

is larger. Fig" 5.Z}shows also the cross-polarlevelversus feed location of the ! = t.5 patch

in the rl = 45o ^ as well.
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ív) Conclusions

In this chapter, the FDTD tecFrnique is used to model and analyze the input and radi-

ation characteries of a rectangular microsh'ip patch antenna. The return loss ( | S.¿7 | ) and the

input impedance ( 4" ) of the rectangular patch were obtained from the input voltage infor-

mation recorded at the transmission iine feeding the rectangularpatch" The radiation charac-

teristics were obüained by ûansfornning the equivalent sources obtained from the near-field

data, computed by FDTD, on a surface enclosing the rectangular patch over the free space

Green's function. Also, the effect of the h"ansmission line location feeding a rectangular

patch antenna along the patch length on the co-polar and cross-polar radiation field pattern

levels has been studied. Curves relating the gain and cross-polarization field levels to the

feed location were obtained for three patch dimensions, of sides ration t I = ,, I = I.Il , and

1- = L5. Such curves will provide a useful design guiding information for a predefined gain
b

and cross-polarization level of reetangular patch antennas of dimensions that Íìre compara-

ble to those considered in this analysis.
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6"tr. Conclusions

The Finite Difference-Time Domain, (F-DTD), method approximates the Maxwell's

equations by finite-differences and relates the time-dependent quantities to the spatial com-

ponents of the field vectors. As such, the components of the field vectors are computed di-

reotly and progressively from their adjacent values in the past. T'hus, the rnethod does not

require a dense matrix generation and the objeots' local physical constants are used directþ

during the computational process. FTence, the F'DT'D technique is an efficient method of

computing the field vectors in the vicinity of an object at increasing time steps. In this work, a

study of the FDTD numerical technique and its application to scattering and antenna prob-

lems is clone together with a development of a generai purpose code.

nn Chapter trtr, a stability study has been conducted that involved,

- the effect of the spatial step size A of the lattice on the FDT'D solution, showing u 
^ = k

condition for sufficiently accurate solutions, where .&-" is the wavelength of the highest fre-

quency existing in the FDTD solution.

- the distance between the modelled target and the lattice truncation planes,where adequate

distance has to be maintained between the target and the lattice walls allowing the ABC to

perform accurately.

- the use of second-order ABC ( One-S/ay wave equation eq. 3.9 ) and the fîrst-order ABC (

Averaged Extrapoiation eq. 3" I ), where a Ínore açcurate butless stable perforrnance was ob-

served for the second--order,{EC"

The use of a non-uniforrn gridding in a FDTD lattice is also investigated by examin-

ing the propagation of a Gaussian pulse plane wave for different non-uniform gridding

CorucrusroNs aNÐ R ECoMTvTENDATIoNS
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schemes. To insure stability in the FDT'D algorithm, the time step increment ór has to be

chosen to satisfy the Courant stability criteria taking into account the smallest spatial step

size inside the FDTD lattice. This ohoice rnight effect the magnitude values of the pulse de-

pencling on how smail is the sn-lallest Â relative to the largest Â , noting also that although

there was a change in the peak magnitude of the pulse, in a non-uniform grid, the shape of the

pulse is maintained with no distortion as it propagates inside the FDTD lattice.

trn Chapter IV, the FDTD method is applied to scattering and field penefration prob-

lems, The transient response of a conducting and dielectric circular cylinders illuminated by

a step like plane wave is computed. In the conducting cylinder case, the effeot of using differ-

ent ri se time values of the excitation plane wave is observed only in the illuminated region of

the cylinder. The use of a step like plane wave, traving infinite energy, as the excitation func-

tion resulted in a steady increase in the rnagnetic fïeld values on the cylinder's surface due to

charge accumulation. A completely different response behavior is observed for the case of

the dielectric cylinder. In this case the field values converged to the steady state value of the

incident plane rvave. The transientresponse of conducting and dielectric spheres illuminated

by a Gaussian pulse plane wave is also computed using the FDT'D method" The computed

responses agreed favorably with the corresponding analytic solution. The curved surfaces of

the cylinder and sphere are modelled by a stepped edge surface inside the rectangular FDTD

lattice.

Also in this chapter, the FDTD technique is used to study the field penetration into a

conducting box with an open top illuminated normally by a doubly--exponential pulse plane

wave. Using the symmetry of the problem oniy one-quarter of the conducting box geometry

was modellecl. The effect of modifying the conducting box apertwe geometry on the rnagni-

tude and frequency content of the transient fieid peneftating inside the conducting box is stu-

died. Xt is observed that the aperture edges geomehy Ïraving the smaller edge size normal to

the polarization of the incident wave resulted ln a significant reduction of the transient field

rnagnitude at the early time in acldition to a resonance phenomena. ,A.dding absorbing materi-

al on the aperture lvall reduced the transient field magnitucle penetrating inside the box cav-

ity, while adding the absorber at the inner walls caused the field resonance to attenuate at a

faster rate"

Conclusions and Recommenadtions
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T'hree different thin wire modelingprocedures in theF'DTD method were also inves-

tigated, where the current magnitude and phase along thin dipoles of different lengths is com-

puted. The three procedures exarnined are the equal cell area-wire cross-section, Eø" = 0 on

wire, and the contour integral methods.The computed results were compared with those

computed frorn the MoÀzI solution.The equal cell area-wire cross-section procedure gave

accurate results but was expensive in computer memory requirements, while the contour in-

tegral method provided an efficient and accurate wire modelling technique.

ïn Chapter V, the use of the FDTÐ method to antenna analysis is introduced and was

applied specifically to rectangular microstrip patch antennas where the corresponding input

and radiation characteristics are connputed and analyzed. The return loss ( I S11 | ) and the

input impedance (Z¡") of the rectangular patch are obtained from the data recorded at a de-

fined reference plane at the transmission line feeding the patch antenna. The radiation char-

acteristics of the patch antenna are obtained frorn the near-field data, computed by FDTD, on

a surface enclosing the rectangular patch. Tïre effect of the fransmission feed line location

along the patch length on the cross-polarization field levei is investigated for three rectangu-

larpatchdimensionsof sidesratios, ! = t.0, f, = :'.:rl, andi = L.5 ,ancicurvesrelating

the cross-polarization field level to the feed location are obtained" Keeping the length of side

å of the patch constant and increasing the length of side a switched the polarization direction

of the patch antonna from a y-polarized {, i = i.0) to x-polarize¿t i = 1.5 )radiator.

6.2. Recormmremdations

Xt is recommended that further development of the present FDTD oode and applying

the FDTD rnethod to other scattering and antenna applications to be done. An improvement

in the present developed FDTD code ean involve the following iterns

o the capability to model curved surfaces aceurately without'staircase' approximation.

One way to implement this capability is by using Maxwell's curl equations in integral

form where the curved surfaoes are aeeounted by incorporating field behavior into con-

tour and surface integrals implementing Ampere"s law and Faraday's law at selected

meshes, and by deforming contour paths as required to conform with the surface curva-

ture.

Conclusions and Recommenadtions
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c investigating the use of more aoCIurate AEC that will model efticiently the ftee spaoe en-

vironment.

o additional study on the use of non-uniform FDTD lattice to model effîciently complex

geomeh'ies.

a the inclusion of Radar Cross Section (RCS) option into the F'DTD code.

the work on the last wo items is already in progress.

Ït is also recoffunended to apply the FDT'D rnethod to inverse scattering and objeot

detection applications using incident plane waves at different angles of incidence and polar-

izationa. The FDTD method is also considered to further investigate microstrip patch anten-

nas and to use the modeling procedure of'Fig. 5"13 to study the effeot of the ground plane

size on the main and backlobes of the e orresponding radiation pattems. Analysis of circular

polarized radiators is also recoffunended to be studied using the FDTD method. Such types

of applications will be studied in the near future.

Conclusions and Recommenadtions
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To obtain the transient response of a sphere, the impulse ïesponse is first obtained

from the frequencydomain data using the inverse Fourier ffiansform. T'he frequency-do-

main data is obtained from the Rayleigh-Nfei analytical solution of the scattering by a

sphere.

Figure ,A.1 represents a sphere of radius ø illuminated by an-r-polarizedplane wave

navelling in the z-direction, that is

TnnrusmNg REsPoNsE 0F a Sprunnp

Iil:iii:i:l:i:i:ffi i:i:i:::ii::::::i;':.':l itìliffi
::::::::*::i::::::::::::::::::::::i:::::::¡::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::;

EL = E, g-ikrø0

H," = 
Et 

g-ikrøsg'vî

Fig.4"1

(,q-i)

f
T

Flane wave incident on a sphere.
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Following the discussion done by F{arrington [79, pp"292], the radial component of the total

electric and magnetic vector potentials for the case of a perfeetly conducting sphere can be

written as,

where,

rlr
p

=-
@p

Eo
,.

.orp f I o^ î,trr, ¡ + u, fitqkr )] rl tcoso ¡

''"ø å [ o^ i,&, ) + c, *)(kr )] ri tcoso ¡F,

Transient Response of a Sphere

j, is the spherical Riccati Bessel function of order n, æ) is the spherical Riccati Hankel

function of the second kind and order n, ft is the wave number, and q is the inüinsic imped-

ance of the media. The field components are found using Eq .6-26 of [79]. The sphere surface

currents can be found according to J" = rî, x H atr = ø"The result is

'ï

'r=*u"Y,ì"[m%#]
P|(cosg ) being the associated Legendre function of argument cosO .

tr=i p""2rû* o^fl-sin@pl'(cos@) * iel(coso I I
ry-o kø 2-^ LÃ,'Q*) 

- stnãMj

- o^ ì^(ko )cn = -7-;:-ff:'(ka )

{A-2)

For the case of a dielectric sphere the radial vector potentials inside the sphere

(r < s ), denoted by - , can be written as,

(A-3)

(A-4)
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Transient R.esponse of a Sphere

where

, = -j|u,tt.
l--¡ 

^ 
Í- 

^ ^ 
4i

J eo p"I#r'(k.a )j^(koa ) - J e" pot#)(k"a ij"'(t "o )

e^ = ;'.:'. ;- id 'þo ;..:.. ; ø^ (A-6)
{ eo p"t#\(k"a )j^'(ke ) - J e" poI*)'(k,a )j^(koa )

where a, and þ¿ ure the dieleon'iç oonstant and permeability of the sphere.

The field components are again obtained from (A-5) using Eq. 6-26 of L79l t.e.

riu =+"ôA!- * !.'"o, (A-7)
rsin0" ðd tr' ôr ô0

e; = 9t ,"rp f d, j^lkor)Pl(coso )Ø!Åo 7-

F*n = i rt"ø 
"Ð 

e, î,(kor )Pl(coso ) (A-5)

'r=-|#.#ffi ('{-8)

where 2 = jtctt = jk¿ rt¿. Substituting (A-5) in (A-7) and (A-8) we obtain for (r < a )

and

Evaluating (A-9) and (A-10) atr = a the cunents are obtained. Computing the current am-
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plitude at locations specified by (o, A, ø ) on the sphere for a number of frequencies, the

impulse response can be obtained by the inverse Fourier transform.

The inverse Fourier transform of ;1ø ) , the ourrent amplitude at frequency u radl

sec, is written as

For the case of a plane wave of a non zero pulse width, in our case its the Gaussian pulse

f (t ) = ,*(il', the current response becomes

TÏansient Response of a Sphere

tfj(t)=+lJ(ø)e-Ptdø
¿ît J

whereA (ø ) = F (@Y (to), F (u ) beingtheFouriertransformof"f (/ ).{Jsingthediscrete

Fourier transform concept ( Appendix E ), the ourrent hansient response at location

@" A, ú ) on the sphere surface will be given by

@xr
r (t) = * tn (ø ) e-i'' da

liú .!

where ¡¿ Åø is the highest frequency at which iR (ø )

is the greatest value of ¡ at which r(r ) is desired Âø

ND< îv

LAI

r(l ht) =

L*å. 
(n M).exp (-i nN,¡ trl #

(A-11)

to prevent atasing when numerical taking the inverse Fourier tansform. In the sphere data

presented in this thesis the Rayleigh-Mei expansion is evaluated ap to ka = 
y 

= 30 where

significant energy is present. The total time duration ¿ 
^r 

is chosen as 2 ns, and L = 600

which provides enough points to plot a smooth curve. Åø is then chosen to satisfy (A-14).

(A-12)

contains significant energy. 11 t Lt

must be chosen as

(A-r3)

r63

(A-14)
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The Fourier b'ansform of a complex and single-valued function / (r ) is defined as

Ð¡scnnrp Foa.m,mn Tnarusr'onM

where¡andøarerealvariablesandjistheimaginaryunit.Ifrdesignatestimeinseconds,

then ø designates the angular frequency is radians per second (radlsec ). The Discrete Four-

ier Transform (DFT) conesponding to eq. (ts-i) is obtained by evaluating the integral in

(E-l) at.ð/ discrete points {f,,fu," . ",./n-,} resulting ira a sequence of complex values

IF", Frr" " " ., frrl where

@

tF(ø'l= lf U)"e)"tdt
¿

N-1

Fk&Lto ) =År Lf"@ År).exp(-iktuÐnLt)
n=0

k = 0, 1, . . . , 
^/F 

NF; number of desired frequencies.

where f, (n Lt) is the discrete time-domain field values ( from FDTD computations), n is

the time sûep index, n¿ is the total numben of discrete time-domain points ( total FDTD time

steps), Åø and År are the frequency and time resolutions, respectively, fr is the frequency

index, and &(lc 
^ø 

) is the complex quantity providing the magnitude and phase information

at frequency {k tur ) "

Åø is chosen to be consistent with the known sampling theorem. If ¡r¡r is the total

time duration then a frequency resolution of fuo < -y -- is to be used to obtain an alisingN^f

free spectrum.

(E-1)

(ts-2)
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In our application of the DFT on the time-domain data obtained by the FDTD meth-

od, the Fourier n'ansformation was applied separately after the FDTÐ running has terrni-

nated. However, in obtaining the near-f,ield data of the rectangular patch antenna of Chapter

V the DFT summation of (B-2) was updated at every FDT'D time step and the fields of se-

lected frequencies are stored.

Discrete Fourier Transfonrr
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C.l Equivalence to ttre Yee Atgorfithrm in Free Space"

Coruroun Ïxu'pçnarroN TECHNIQTÆ rN FÐTÐ

Following the demonshation done in [20], FDTD expressions will be developed for

only ono field component in Fig" C.1a using the Ampere's law, and in Fig. C.lb using the

Faraday's law. The other field cornponents can be obtained in a similar manner.

Applying Ampere's law aiong Çontour C1 in Fig. C.La, and assuming that the field

value at a midpoint of one side of the oontour equals the average value of that field compo-

nent along that side, we obtain

dt

;ü e sU7(í,i,k) d.& = H,(í,i-r/2,k)bx+ HyG+lf2,i,k)hy
drJs,

- HoQ,j+Ifz,k)Ax - Hy(i-If2,j,k)Ly (C.lb)

Now, further assuming that Er(i, j,k) equals the average value of E, over the surface ,S1 ;

thatÀr = À/ = A ; and that the time derivative oan be numericalTy realized using a cenffal-

difference expression, (C.lb) reduces to

l-.1

e oÂ2 . fl 
ør*l\,i,t)_- øtrQ,i,tc) 

Å =Fu*"t,r(i,j _r/2,k) _ Ít*r/r(í,j + r/2,k)fl ðr I t-^- \''r - t

!- Jl

s fl Ð"dsr
ôt Js,

=$
JCt

[t " dl1

+ rS"Ï/2çt+rfz,¡,Ð - $ot/'(i-rfz,j,fr)l . a

(C"1a)

(C.1c)
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'where the superscripts indicate field values at time steps /4, n+ I 12 , and n+ I " Isolation of

E!*r([ j,k) on the left side then yields exactly the Yee time-stepping expression for E, for

the foee-space case that was obtained directly from implementing the curl É1 equation with

finite differences.

In an analogous manner, we can apply Faraday's law along contoru C2 in Fig. C.lb,

obtaining

Contou¡ Intesration Technique in FDTD

ôdr
ãJ,,

*,[r,*"dsz=-fo,u'*u,

NaH,(i, i, k) dSz = - E,(i, i - | / 2, k) bx - Ej(i + I f 2, i 
" 

k) hy

+ E*(í"j+LfL,ft)A,x + Eíí-L/2,j,k)&y (C.2b)

fiokz "

n

IÍ.
tl

||

tr#*t/' (i, j 
" 
k) - NïL/' {í, j, k)

Isolauon of Hî*'/'(í,j, È) on the left side yields exactly the Yee tirne-stepping for FI" for the

free-space case that was obtained directþ from implementing the curl E equation with finite

differences.

C.2 Application to the Thin Wire

ôr

+ E!(í-r/z,i,k) - EiG+7f2,¡,*rl . U

T
I

il
I

To illustrate how the contour integral interpretation permits incorporation of near-

field physics the case of a transverse magnetic (TX[) coupling to a thin wire is considered.

Fig. C.2 ilh¡sh'ates the Faraday's law contourpath usedto derive the special FDTD algorithm

for the circumferential magnetio fields immediately adjacent to the wire. Although only

ff, is shown, the analysis is easily generalized for the other looping magnetic field çompo-

nents.

= fui7,j + r/2"k)

(C"2a)

Er(i,j -L/2,k)

(C.2c)
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Er(i,j+l/z,k+ll2)

Híi-r/2,j,k)

Contour Inteeration Technique in FDTD

Ay 
^z 

ll E,(i,j,k)

nÁi,j-r/2,k)

E,(i,j + I,k)

(a)

Hr(i,j+ r/2,k+ 1/2)

S1

u2,j,k)

Er(i,j + r/z,k- l/2)

Er(i - rlz,i,k)

Fig. C.l Examples of spatially orthogonal contoun in ftee space. (a) Ampere"s law for Ë', .

(b) Faraday's law for 1{, .

Ay Az 
^g 

rr,G,j,k) I

E,(í, j - 1/2,k)

The following briefly surtmarizes the assumptions concerning the near-field phys-

ics that are inco{porated into the Faraday's law model. First, the near scattered circumfe¡en-

tial magnetic field components and the near scattered radial electric field components ate

assumed to vary as lf r near the wire, where r is the distance from the wire center. With r

E{i,j +tI/2,k) l^,

II,(i,j + l,k)

ÍIr(i,j + rlz,k- r/2)

(b)

C2

+ r/2,j,k)
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constrained to be less than 0.1 wavelength at any point in C ( by F'DTD spatial resolution

requirements), the 1/r singularity behavior of the scattered H, and E, fields is assumed to

dominate the respective incident fieids so that the total I{, and E" frelds also take on the

1/r singularity. Finally, the near total fl, and the near total Æ, fields, evaluated at the z mid-

point of the contour, are assumed to represent the average values of their respective fields

over the full z interval. These assumptions can be concisely summarized by the following

expressions, assumed to apply on and within contour C of Fig. C.2,

Contour Integration Technique in FDTD

f . \ /Å\
Irr(x,z) = nr|q*,ro] Y- -\ 

¿ il ¿e\/ [rorr.(z-ro)f

where cl and c2àta arbinary constants that need not be known.

tJsing the field expressions of (C.3a)-(C.3d), the Fraday's law af (C.2a) can be

appliedalongcontoürC.Inthiscasethe X/x variationin ÍIrand E" yieldnaturallogarithms.

Also, fhe linear odd symmety variation in z assumed for I{, and, E, integrates out. This

yields the following expression:

Er(A,z)-Er(&,,æ)"[f

E2(A,z) = Q

(C.3a)

* cz . V-ry)J

(4.3b)

(C.3c)

(c.3d)
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lnr(*,n-*) - 
ør(*,^"*)f "tm(*) * ørø,n>
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Contour Integration Technique in FDTD

Incident field components: E" " H' (TM case)

AAn,Ç,n+|)

(c.4)

a E¿olio

A såo /10

Fig. C.2 Faraday's law contour path for thin-wire model.
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where rs ( assumed to be less than 0.54 ) is the wire radius. nsolation of lfiorlzçL¡2,2s) on

the left side of (C"4) yields the requued modified time-stepping relation" This analysis can

be easily generalized to obtain siruular tirne-stepping relations for the other circumferential

magnetic field components immediately adjaoent to the wire. It should be noted thatno other

magnetic or eleotric field components in the FDTD space lattice require rnodified time-step-

ping relations. All other field components are time-stepped using the ordinary free-space

Yee algorithnn [10].

Contour Integration Technique in FDTD
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